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ThreeHospitalizedAfter
Hardin Ammonia Leak
Three persons were hospitalized ed to clear the area as a safety
Saturday after a hose unloading precaution.
anhydrous ammonia from a truck into
Alvin Riley, Hohenwald, Tenn.,
,s-,174rAnA9siugxo.storage tank burst
ante- -Wnitall amount of the driver of the truck,.was admitted to
alzeini(L, ,4:.•cqrding to Kentucky Western Baptist Hospital, the reports
said. Hardin residents Bobby Puckett
State Police reports._ 4!)
No other injuries were reported the and Betty Ellison, both were admitted
to the Marshall County Hospital, the
reports said.
0
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his left arm and leg, back and abrasions to both eyes, a Western Baptist
spokesman said. He was listed in
satisfactory condition.

Hubbard Will Speak At Hazel,
Hardin Events This Weekend

Graves County Boy
Killed Sunday
Near Fancy Farm

Puckett and Ellison, both whom live
near the grain company were had inhaled some anhydrous flumes and
were admitted for observation, a
yonclitiori

fa

WASHINGTON - Appearances in shall County community.
A three-year-old Graves Count) ho)
the cities of Hardin and Hazel will
Hardin Day events Saturday in- was killed Sunday afternoon when
highlight U.S. Congressman Carroll clude a pancake breakfast, parade,
struck by an automobile on Kerituck)
Hubbard's visit to his home district on norse and pony pulling contests, a
339, one mile north of Fanc) Farm.
Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9.
music show and flea market, accor- accordingto Ke.gtucky State,Plice.
•
registromf
, fir the
,;1140barOill,b44110-6-416slearer ding19 Bill Butlet.leutee-nitsideit of
-se,kifory this-inorpog
the South Marshall Optimist Club, the -Paticetaidltie child (Vas WlmLrflifl
at
the
Sixth
Annual
week
Hardin
this
Day
beauwill
extend
throughout
Registration
opened.
cross
Kea
County
Ca oway
ty pageant and country rnsuic show at organization that sponsors the annual Ellegood, of Route 2. Fancy Farm.
at the courthouse, according to Lucy Wright, executive director. The swim program will be held in two-week
The boy was taken to the Cornmunit)
South Marshall Junior High on rri- event.
sessions from June 1-Aug. 14. Several levels of instruction, including beginners, intermediate, advanced and
The fund-raiser for the Hazel Lions Hospital in Mayfield and transferred
day,
May
8.
several tot classes, are planned. All courses will be taught by water safety instructors at the city pool.
Club, which Hiibliard also will attend, to Paducah's Lourdes Hospital where
The next day the four-term con- is slated to begin at 1 p.m. Saturday.
he died a short time later.- arennirni!-- gressman from Mayfield will be a
Bracie Knight, president of the to officials.
guest speaker during the Hazel Lions club, said Hubbard will be the senior
Officers said the child had run
Club Picnic at the old Hazel High guest speaker at the event, which will across the highway and had started
School.
include appearances by candidat.gs back when he was hit by a car driven
for public office in Calloway County, by James E. Thompson, 16, of Route
The
Friday
night
fete
in
Hardin
guitarist, and Suzanne Johnson,
The Community Chorus will per- p.m. Tuesday.
an auction, barbecue, country music I, Fancy Farm. Police said n,
Featured vocalists for the event will pianist, will furnish the instrumental begins at 7 o'clock and kicks off two
form on the open deck of the old
show and an aerobatic demonstration. charges were filed.
days
of
activities
for
that
South
Marfreight depot in the Murray-Calloway be Kay Bates, Hank Bannon, Amy music for the group. One of the
County Park as part of the celebration Jarmon and Nathan Middleton. Chuck musical selections is the comic song,
of the summer opening of the park at 7 Simons, drummer, Elmo Reed, "Old Woman," which will be Mimed
by Linda Begley and Bill Phillips.
The chorus selections include the
Kenny Rogers' hit, -You Decorated
My Life," Burt Bacharach's
Never Fall in Love Again," Stephen
Top honor graduates for the Class of
Foster's arrangement of "Come
1981
at Murray High School announcWhere My Love Lies Dreaming," and
Simon and Garfunkel's "Bridge Over ed by Principal W. A. Franklin are
Lewis Bossing, valedictorian, son of
Troubled Water."
The chorus, which was formed in Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Bossing, and
late 1980, has appoximately 45 Claudia Billiniton, salutatorian,
members and is under the direction of (laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington.
Dr. Irma Collins. The group meets
Bossing, who has received a Naevery Monday evening in the meeting
tional
Merit Scholarship of $1,000 and
room of the Calloway County Public
finalist
for a Presidential Scholarship
Library and is open to all who would
average of 98.49 during his
earned
an
like to sing and are of high school age
four
years.
He has beln active in Naand older.
Other events at the park celebra- tional Forensics League and is presition, which is being coordinated by the dent of the organization this year.
He is secretary-treasurer of the
parks board and organizations utilizSpanish Club, is a member of Hi-Y
ing
the
park,
include
drawings
for
CRAFTS FAIR WINNERS - Calloway County students receiving first
prizes and displays of pictures and and the track team. He was selected
places at the Crafts Fair at Murray State University were (from left)
trophies of past performances by Murray High's Good Citizen and was
Lewis Bossing
Claudia Killington
elected Most Likely to Succeed a§ a
Ronnie Bryan, Douglas Brown, Aleeah_ Lamb, Mark Gibson,Missi
organizations.
Valedictorian
Salutatorian
Farrig anizow trerilfftleitz's entry bs%ars.,...../t4bii0 art medal project.
Sid Easley, parks board member, senior superlative. He will attend Norwill be at 8 p.m. Thur.•,da
Baccalaureate
ercises
services
will
thwestern
University
next
fall.
be
held
will serve as master of ceremonies,
Billington's numerical average was at the First Baptist Church at 8 p.m. May 21, in Lovett Auditorium 01 MG:
and BettyLpaker, chairman of the
96.61.
She is president of the Student glinday, May 17. Commencement ex- ray State University.
parks board, will give the welcome.
Council
treasurer of Tr -Alpha, a
Everyone attending will be eligible
member
of FHA and the band. She
for prizes which include two tickets to
was elected Miss Murray High School
a summer production given by the
and Most Dependable as a Senior
Second-place awards went to Tracy Murray-Calloway County Community Superlative. She will attend the
Several Calloway County High
Theatre, a gift certificate from
School students received awards- at Carraway, drag race; Deitz, drawing Dennison-Hunt given by the Murray University of Kentucky.
(drafting)
performance
and
written
Ranking third in the class of 145
the Crafts Fair Saturday at Murray
The.. Murray --High--Scheol- Mixed irett!tion, overall musical effect. and
test _ Tony. Warn, gaspowered- A4.scta11 Association a_ gift.
, eitirly -Mxintgomery;
--State University, --n
-Tenbersgiven
by
tificate from Dennison-Hunt
Chorus
won first place from seven 'choice of music.
dragster;
Ronnie
Bryan,
jewelry
and
Mrs. Tony MonSponsored by the college of industry
the Murray-Calloway County Swim daughter of Mr. and
Members of the chorus are Molly
first-place
honors awarded in the 1981
router;
Rick
Markle,
aluminum
etaverage of
and technology, the fair featured
Team, and two meals from tgomery, had an academic
Valentine, Kim Whitten, Bill Boone,
works of nine middle and high schools ching; Steve Hale, woodworking; and Trenhohn's Restaurant given by the 96.03. Cindy is a member of the math Opryland American Music Festival
Kevin Cole, Tonya Harris. Suzanne
from west Kentucky and south Il- Mitchell Moss, written test for wood- Murray-Calloway County Soccer. team and she won first place in the held Friday and Saturday in
Pitman, Lee Ann Babb, Julie Baker,
Nashville.
working.
ConSewing
Murray Woman's-Club
linois.
Association.
Boone, Lita Carson, LaQuita
Donna
Third-place
awards were presented
regional.
Calloway's Bob Deitz received first
The chorus, directed by choral
A special drawing will be held for a test and third place in the
Amy Ross and Shelia
Penrod,
to
Freddie
Kirkland,
welding;
Randy
Natalie Garfield, daughter of Dr. teacher Joan Bowker and student
place for copper tooling and was
free season swimming pool pass. All
Vickers.
Roach,
woodworking;
Marty
Hays,
fourth
was
Garfield,
Gene
Mrs.
honored for the best art metal project.
teachers Julie Heil and Linn Bearden,
who have purchased a season pass by and
The music competition attracted 5840.
Students' whose projects placed wall hanging and router; Eddie Tuesday will be eligible for their honor graduate with an average of won first place in classification B
choruses
and 51 bands from 19 states.
Burgess,
aluminum
etching;
Timmy
basketball
95.70. Natalie has played
first included Missi Farris,sketching;
chorus division.
name
to
be
drawn
and
to
have
their
competition was held in
The
choral
for four years and won the freethrow
Mark Gibson, patterrunaking; Ronnie Dugger,router; Jetton, router; Moss, purchase price refunded.
First- and second-place honors were the Roy Acuff Theatre and the band
gas-powered
dragster;
Kerry
Bryan, gas-powered dragster;
Passes, which may be purchased at award this year. She is on the year- awarded to winning choirs and bands competition in the Grand Ole Opt
Douglas Brown, jewerly; Tony Jet- Childress, drawing; Lamb, drawing; the parks office at a reduced rate book staff.
in each of the severkclassifications
Greg Morton, son of the Rev. and which are based on schdol enrollment. House.
ton, router; James Turner, wood- and Mark Gibson, woodturning.
prior
to
the
pool
opening,
are
$30
for
Judging the choruses were Dr. John
Harold Arnett is the industrial
Mrs. Fred Morton, ranked fifth in his
working; and Aleeah Lamb,manufacsingle
passes
and
$60
for
family
Memphis State University:
The
Murray
Cooksey,
High
group
received
a
class with an average of 95.74. Greg
turing model and written test for education instructor at Calloway passes.
Dr.
Elmer
Thomas, College t onsuperior
rating
which
was
determined
High.
participated on the math team, in Himetals.
Music, University of Cinservatory
of
by
assigning
a
numerical
value
for
He
won
years.
four
for
football
Y and
cinnati; and Dr. Robert Stoll,
the Senior Excellency Award this each of the following points-tone,Intonation, balance, technique, inter- University.
year.
Twelve members of the grand jury
The grand jury is expected to return
were seated this morning to consider a list of indictments and a report on
evidence during the May term of the condition of county buildings
Calloway County Circuit Court.
Thursday morning.
A Murray used car dealer has admitted to violations of Kentucky's
Odometer Rollback and Consumer
Protection laws, according to reports
from the state attorney general's oftoday
'
s index
fice.
Becoming mostly cloudy this
J.P. Walker, of J.P. Walker Used
afternoon, a chance of rain before
Cars, entered into an agreed order
One Section -14 Pages
evening. Highs today near 80.
and final judgment with the attorney
3 Cloudy with a chance of rain
Aces
general's division of consumer protec12, 13 tonight and Tuesday. Lows tonight
Classifieds
tion which was filed April 29 in
7,12 in the lower 60s. Highs Tuesday in
Comics
Franklin Circuit Court, the reports
14 the mid to upper 70s.,
Crossword
said.
3
Dear Abby
Wednesday through Friday: A
The terms of the order provide that
11 daily chance of rain with a gradual
Deaths &Funerals
Walker will pay $4,500 civil penalties
2 cooling trend. Highs Wednesday in
Dr.Lamb
and $1,500 restitution to each of two
5 the mid 70s to mid Ms cooling to the
Farm Page
purchasers of motor vehicles on
7 upper 00s to low 70s by Friday.
Horoscope
the
which
mileage
was
2,3 Lows mostly in the mid 508.torlow
LocalScene
misrepresented as being lowered than
OPRYLAND fIRST PLACE - Members of the Murray High School Mixed Chorus dean off The "We're No. 1"
4 80s.
Opinion Page„
the vehicle actually travelled, the
on the bus after the group's victorious weekend at the 1981 Opryland American Music Festival in
markings
8,9,10
Sports
Lake Levels
reports said.
The chorus, directed by Joan Bowker, was one of Seven first-place winners at the festival. Chorus
Nashville.
Lake Barkley
also
is
Walker
permanently enjoin359.08
members pictured are,from left, Molly Valentine, Suzanne Pitman, Lee Ann Babb, Shelia Vickers, Amy Ross,
Kentucky Lake
ed from future violations of the
LaQuita Penrod, Donna Boone, Lita Carson, Julie Baker, Kevin Cole, Aim Whitten, Tonya Harris and Bill
Odometer Rollback laws, the reports
Boone.
said.
4
r.
,A

Opening Celebration Set Tuesday

Chorus Will Perform At Park

Bossing, Billington Are Honor
Graduates For 1981 MHS Class

Calloway Students Place
At Crafts Fair Saturday

Grand Jury Seated In Circuit Court

inside today

mostly cloudy

MHS Mixed Chorus Wins
At Opryland Festival

Local Auto Dealer
Admits To
Rollback Violations
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-4- -..fr/hitne1l-Spraggs4-Weddinge-4-<
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Whitnell of Mayfield announce the engagement and
forthcoming marriage of
their daughter, Lori Kaye, to
Ray Spraggs,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Spraggs of Lexington. The bride-elect is a 1378
graduate of Mayfield High
School and attended Murray
State University where she
was a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. She has
been accepted for the Coordinated Undergraduate Program in dietetics at the
University of Kentucky for
the fall semester.
Miss Whitnell is the granddaughter of Mrs. C. H. Story
and the late Mr. Story, and of
Mrs. R. H. Whitnell and the
la W Mr. Whitnell, all of Muray.
Mr. Spraggs, a 1977
graduate of Tate's Creek
High School., Lexington; atAPnde; AiiriOggrfr'41'
'
say'where he was a member
of Sigma Chi fraternity. He
is presently employed by the
Kentucky Utilities of Hartford.
Grandparents of the
groom-elect are Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Spraggs and
Mrs. T. C. Maxey and the
late Mr. Maxey of Clinton.
A late afternoon wedding

Coming Community Events

PA

Tuesday,May 5
Wednesday,May I
Monday,May 4
Tuesday,May 5
Tuesday, May 5
Prenatal Nutrition Class,
Front Porch Swing,
1981
the
Registration
for
Goshen
United Methodist
Gladys Williamsofi Group
taught by Suzanne Seeley,
women's barber shop group,
Swim
Church
Learn
To
Women
will meet at
Red
Cross
of Sinking Spring Baptist
director of nutrition,
will rehearse at First Chriswill meet in the Program will be at 8:30 a.m. Murray-Calloway County 7 p.m. at the church.
Church
tian Church at 7 p.m.
home of Mary Janice Cooper on first floor, Calloway Hospital, will be at 1:30 pin.
Salem Baptist Church
County Court House.
at 7:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria of the
Murray-Calloway County
WMU is scheduled to meet at
hospital.
Camera Club is scheduktil to
7 p.m.
Kappa Department of Groupe of First Baptist
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Woman's Club will Church Women will meet as
Murray
Alcoholics Anonymous will
United Methodist Church.
Mission groups at Flint
have a salad supper at 6:30 follows: Dorothy with Mrs. meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Baptist
Church are schedulhouse.
p.m.
at
the
club
Hugh Oakley at 10:30 a.m. end of the Livestock and Ex- ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the
Olga Hampton WMU of the
position
Center.
and Bea Walker at church
Sinking Spring Baptist
church.
Delta Department of Mur- parlor at 7:30n m
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
Woman's
Club
will
have
ray
Parents Anonymous will
the church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforMother-Daughter Banquet mation call 753-5995 or 435- Young Women, and Aeteens
the club house.
at
Hazel and Douglas Centers
of Cherry Corner Baptist
(potluck) by First United 4385.
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Church are scheduled to
Church
Women
Methodist
Scoliosis Clinic (curvature
Wednesday, May 6
p.m. for activities by the
meet at 7:31) p.m. at the
spine) will be conducted will be held at 5:30 p.m. at
of
Third day of registration church.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Helen
church
with
iiik011brette the
for the 1981 Red Cross Learn
at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at by IX:
and Dr. John Golberg at Hodges as speaker.
To
Swim Program will start
Douglas at 12 nood.
Overeaters Anonymous
• at 8:30 a.m. on
Murray lur,-1-"Voiappirow,
first floor, will meet at 12 noon in the
Guild
of
St.
Leo's
cgo
Wianen's
—
4clwas• •
344
Woman'sClub will.
.
41#4140'="annual
memorial
hold'its
t uenteK
op an
Group II of CWF of First 1 p.m. ac tne- rarish Center..' •
service and installation of
Chestnut Streets.
Christian Church will meet Mass will be in the church at
Pacers
akers Club
new officers and department
at 2 p.m.. in the church 12:30 p.m.
will meet wit ean Smith.
chairmen at 6:45 p.m. at the
Senior Citizseicenters at
with, Sarah ,Vati
Haiel and Douglas will be
`Edna Miller, and - Murray Assl... ly o. 19 Ladies
all.will,start .opert.fpin 10 am. to 2 p.m.
Rainbow for at 9
Recovery, Inc., will meet Mable Farmer as hgptesses. Order of
a.
-Murray
4;Wch at Hazel at 11:45
at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway Marge Hays wilt Sate the Girls will meet at 7 )
1 .—
m:.:at
-- -• Country Clu with Margaret,.
a.m. and at Douglas at 12
=
County Hf
i icenterittrth program and Jewel Jones the lodge hall.
Shuffett as golf hostess.
noon.
will give the devotioT
5-02
'Olive Str
Si es Class of Seventh
First celebration of the and Poplar Church of Christ ,
Murray Lodge.,,No. 105
is being planned for Satur- Wilson Hall of the church.
opening,
of the Murray- will meet at the church
Free and Accepted Masons
All friends and relatives will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway Park will be at 7 building at 7 p.m.
day, June 27, at the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield. A are invited to attend the wed- lodge hall.
p.m. at depot at the park
reception will follow in the ding and the reception.
with program by Commit* Seniur Citizens Centers
flow-touni *lemmas fads
Registration for 19111, Red ty Chorus and drawings for will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
after
a WELCOME WASH call.
Okitariti,
,
),
abAlfiael
An&
•_Cross Learn To ,Sw4Pso- Prizia•7 '''L , ,' ,,-,.:tMilp,
As your Matins, it's my job to halp you maks the
Tennisfrom 10 a.rq: to 3 p.m. at
gram to start June 1 will be
Group C of Ladies
most of your now neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Ellis, and at 9:30 a.m. at
at 8:30 a.m. on the first floor
of Murray Country Club will Dexter.
Community opportuaitios. Special attractions. Lots
of the Calloway County
play at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
of facts to sass you time aid mossy.
Court House.
Pressure
Free
Blood
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
Groupp of Ladies Beginnbe Wooing for yaw *all.
Communit y
Chorus, ing Tennis of Murray Coun- Check will be from 12 noon to
directed by Dr. Irma Collins, try Club will play from 6 to 8 2 p.m. at the Seventh-Day
Welcome Wagon
Adventist Church,South 15th
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at p.m. at the club.
ge King 492-8348
Mary Hamilton 753-5570
and Sycamore Streets:.
the Calloway Public
investigators
Church
WMU
Baptist
First
DEAR
READER
—
WalkLibrary.
It is quite true that cows
ing pneumonia is not a real
°will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
require vitamin E and a defimedical
term.
It
means
difchurch chapel.
ciency can lead to heart failColdwater
Women
Baptist
ferent things to different
ure. There has never been a
will meet with Elizabeth
people.
Your
question,
though,
documented case of heart failis very astute. Early in heart Stewart at 7 p.m.
4
ure in -humans because of

Or

Miss Lori Kaye Whitnell
to wed Ray Spraggs

Getting settled
made simple.

Metabolism of bulls and men

Al

DEAR DR. LAMB — I don't
agree with you about vitamin
E. I have read that if cows
don't have enough vitamin E
in their diet that they will
have heart failure. And I
know it is used to increase the
potency of bulls. In view of
that I don't see how you can
say it is not necessary for people to take vitamin E I have
also heard that it is good in
preventing aging. Besides
that, there is no harm in taking extra vitamin E.
DEAR READER — The
point is I know the difference
between cows, bulls and
people. So do most responsible

FAIDIA WALT 01•Wf
•0100VC110W•

ne your
worst fear
a realty.

laVkibia

Ell ALIN It
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EXCALIBUR

7,15,9:10
body wwwil cwAlmes.

Ends Thur.
7 30 \itek
/Pm:Ave/
,

6frilketun
lio.tast
R Kris kristopiterson
Chestnut Si •753.3314

vitamin E deficiency. You
see, our metabolic system is
different from a cow's or a
bull's.
Many people do not realize
that much of nutrition is
based on pure science, not.
opinions. The biochemistry of
metabolism is well established. You can write the chemical formulas for each step of
the chemical actions that
involve processing your food
and providing energy for your
body. Biochemistry is the
basis for many . of the statements of competent nutritionists, such as the fact that
selenium can be used in place
of vitamin E for metabolism
in man.
Vitamin E was first discovered as essential to improve
the fertility of rats. There is
no evidence that it improves
the fertility of man. It is sold,
though, by some unscrupulous
people under the guise of
improving one's sex life.
The real history of vitamin
E is discussed in The Health
Letter number 4-12, Vitamin
E. Myth or Miracle, which I
am sending you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
There is no solid evidence
that taking additional vitamin
E besides what you should get
in your diet will prevent
aging. And there are some
studies that suggest that an
excess intake of vitamin E
can be harmful. I don't think
great—M-37M
should be aware that some
serious scientists don't think
that popping large amounts of
vitamin E is entirely harmless.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Recently a relative had chest
pains and the doctor called it
"walking pneumonia." A few
days later he had swollen feet
and swelling to the middle of
the waistline_ Does walking
, pneumonia produce these
symptoms or was the chest
pain from heart failure?.
Should a specialist be consulted?
A -A-

‘-‘
6Q
BECKY
WILSON
WILSON.

a
•

,HE
Becky is our newest hair dresser
and specializes in skin care. We
invite you to come out and meet
and talk with Becky. This gives
our shop 5 full time professional
stylists to better serve you!

Phone 753-8282
1600 Dodson Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Grant F. Pittman
Honored At Party
On 4th Birthday

failure the accumulation of
fluid in the lungs may cause a
cough or breathlessness. The
cough with noises in the lungs
can be confused with pneumonia.
As the right side of the
heart fails, the legs and abdomen may swell. Heart failure
with fluid in the lungs may not
cause pain unless there is an
associated complication.
Blood clots to the lungs can
cause chest pain and breathing problems. The overload on
the right heart can cause failure later.
A consultation with a heart
specialist would certainly
help if there is any question
about the diagnosisT

Golf Play-

Lottie Moon and Kathleen
Jones Groups of the First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Baptist
Student Center, Waldrop and
Grant Falwell Pittman
Chestnut Streets.
who was four on April 15 was
honored with a birthday parColdwater
United ty at his honl€ near New ProMethodist Church Women vidence on Saturday, April
are scheduled to meet at 7 18,at 1 p.m.
p.m.
The young children played
for a short time.
Group B of Ladies Tennis Refreshments were served
of Murray Country Club will and party favors were given
play at 9:30 a.m. at the club. each child.
Children attending were
Erin and Seth Grogan,
Tasha Shoemaker, Andrew
and Jacob Falwell, and Van
and Grant Pittman.
Mothers present were
Mrs. Barry Grogan, Mrs.
Terry Shoemaker, Mrs.
Grundy
Falwell, and Mrs.
and Rebecca h-van.
9:40 a.m. — No. 1 tee - Danny Pittman.
Unable to attend but senMary Watson, Jo Benson,
ding
a gift was Josh McKeel.
Lorraine Maggard,and T. L.
Eckerdt.
Almost a million parrots
9:30 a.m, — No. 1 tee are sold worldwide each
Barb Malinauskas, Molly
year, representing about 130
Booth, Barbara Stacey, and
species from 50 countries. A
Judy Krouse.
10 a.m. — No. 1 tee - Leisa single big, blue hyacinth
macaw from Brazil and
Fauglui and Ann Donelson.
Winners for play on other species in demand
Wednesday, April 29, have may sell for thousands of
been announced by Diane dollars.

WARNING

In Calloway County in
1980 of those
criminals "convicted"
over 60% never
served even one day in
the penitentiary!

Moved
To

713 So. 12th St.
(hi Roar of Claytee's
Atm:Fran Stony's)

Call
753-5191
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Mike Ward
Wants Convictions
In Calloway County
To Mean Something

ELECT MIKE WARD
COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY
Born 8, Raised In Calloway Co.

bet
at

chi
cer
Ion
Ab
Hi]

Paid For By Harold Ellington, Treasurer

- ***********************************************************4.
that day,as follows:
Championship flight —
Veneta Sexton.
First flight — Faira Alex- *
ander.
Second flight — Margaret *
Shuffett.
1*
Third flight — Rowena*
Cullom.
Fourth flight — scramble
:
team of Barbara Stacey, *
Ann Donelson, Barb *
Malinauskas, and Molly
Booth.
LAUNDERED,FOLDED
ON HANGERS
NO UNIT WITH cooivr4
Good Thru May 30, 1981
El Salvador ranks first in *
Good Thru May WsPir'
Central America in coffee —*
Present Coupon When
Pleas*
Please Present Coupon Whom
with a 150,000 ton crop last*
You Bring In ClognIng
You Bring In Cleaning
II
year. Its economy is almost
:
totally dependent on coffee.*
Like the other 49 coffee-*
exporting countries in the
:
world, El Salvador relies *
MEN'S OR LAMES
upon the bean as a major *
source of foreign exchange.
I00
EA.
II
Off

Bob's TV Service

the
bum
gen
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The Term "High Conviction Rate" Can
Be Misleading—Know These Facts:

Planned At Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
weekly ladies day golf on
Wednesday, May 6, with
Margaret Shuffett as
hostess.
Anyone listed who is
unable to play should contact
Mrs. Shuffett. Also anyone
not listed who desires to play
is encouraged to come to the
club at 9 a.m. Wednesday or
call Mrs.Shuffett at 753-4560.
The lineup is as follows:_
f tee Jerelene Sullivan, Betty Jo
Purdom, Mary Bogard, and
Sandy Coleman. No. 4 tee Alice Purdom, Sadie West,
Rainey Apperson, and Lois
Keller.
9:10 a.m. — No. 1 tee Evelyn Jones, Betty Lowry,
Toni Hopson, and Cathryn
Garrott. No. 4 tee - Sue
Elizabeth
Costello,
Slusmeyer, Nancy Fandrich,
and Edith Garrison.
9:20 a.m. — No. 1 tee Venela Sexton, Faira Alexander, Anna Mary Adams,
and Madelyn Lamb. No. 4
tee - Euldene Robinson, Exie
Hill, Rowena Cullom, and
Louise Lamb.
9:30 a.m. — No. 1 tee Dorothy Fike, Diane
Villanova, Margaret Shuffett, and Thug Orr. No. 7 tee Chris Graham, Peggy
Shoemaker, Billie Cohoon,

mai
(fro

When Your Clothes Look Their Best.

• •

You Look Your Best!
r

SHIRTS
50c

DRAPERIES

25% OFF

'•

LONG COATS

PANTS OR SLACKS
$149
I

NO LIMIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru May 30, 1981
Please Present Coupon When
Yee Bring In Cleaning

NO UNIT WITH COUPON
Good Thru May 30, 1981
Noose Present Coupon When
You Bring In Cleassilig
UI

Kct.p

that Grcal Look
looking gmati
...that's why creators of Fashion
recommend sanitoite!

13th & Main
6th & Poplar

Sanitone
(MOW %Mr,Aylmer,

Boone's

North 12th*
603 Main*
753-255

Law*, Mows 753-2552
L****************************************
************

1
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Jewel!- Warren Wedding Planned

Walker-Furches
Wedding Planned

De ugly

Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Jewell of Alma Route 1 announce the engagement and
• approaching marriage of
y Abigail Van Buren
their youngest daughter,
Darla Gwen,to Allan Wayne
Warren,son of Mr. and Mrs.
of
Warren
Truman
LaCenter.
Miss Jewell is the grand'EAR ABBY: Recently you wrote, "No healthy normal daughter of Arthur B. Jewell
n (or woman) is supposed to be 'happy' in abstinence" and the late Mrs. Jewell of
Murray, and of the late Mr.
m an active sex life).
hope you will rethink you position. You have been, over and Mrs. Virgil Rogers of .
years, a great friend of hetero-, homo-, and even Lynn Grove. She will be a
axpals. How about a good word for those of us who are 1981 graduate of Calloway
iumely asexual? We are truly a forgotten minority.
County High School.
r one, am quite happy without sex. Personally. I
.:;;4111111“Ike
•no,
ft ann me
thbVe who favii it. 3410 not-ant to be
of Ban-ip
Mrs.
Warren
late
the
living
in
"abnormal."
I
am
or
"unhealthy"
ht of as
y that is right for me. Unfortunately, becausil I am not dana and of Mr. and Mrs.
rried and do not have a lover, many people assume that I 011ie Gordon of LaCenter. He
is a 1975 graduate of Ballard
a lesbian, which I definitely am not.
Seionaselibate Memorial wh Schogl, atome of history's most creative people
à1ak. tended Paducah Community
bhoice. Please think about it, Abbe, ahd give
AGE 42 AND'STILL A VIRGIN College, and is presently
employed with Mobilsound,
)EAR 42: To each his (or her) own. Meet another
Inc.,
of LaCenter.
ppy celibate:
A private wedding will be
AR ABBY: I must object to your comment to NO held Wednesday, May 27, at
Memorial Baptist
'TION IN WASHINGTON STATE. You said: "No the
ilthy normal man (or woman)is supposed to be'happy'in Church with the Rev. Dr.
itinence."
Jerrell White officiating.
consider myself a happy, normal, healthy male, and
A reception will be held on
3tinence is my -choite. Asa-I-natter Of fact, like thousands Sunday, May 31, from 2 to 4
others who have taken the vow of celibacy, I feel that for
p.m. at the Community
, celibacy is an important part of my life. Sign me,
Room
of the Federal Savings
HAPPILY CELIBATE IN N.Y.
and Loan Building, Main and
)EAR CELIBATE: NO ACTION complained that Seventh Streets, Murray. All
3 wife had been depriving him of marital relations family members and friends
r 15 years. (He wits 56.)
pre inviled to attend- he
eee, one who takes the-vow -of celibacy-ea-It reception.
ieed be happy, normal and healthy. But a man (or •
)man) who takes the marriage vows, then decides
become celibate, does his wife (or husband) a :71tstissoramsmwrem:
T.,
Ao:wm„:,mrmaassesemmgwv,mmnpi.:
rrible disservice.
From the Desk Of
)EAR ABBY: We area couple in our late 20s (call us
Jean Cloar
orge and Georgette) who have been married for six years.
both work, have no children and are very happy with our
as.
'le need an outside opinion. We recently had a portrait
[nted of Georgette in which she is wearing only the
toms of her French-cut bikini. It is a tasteful, accurate 4
i beautiful painting. We are planning to hang it in our
Tie but are concerned that some of our friends may be ill
aase knowing the model was Georgette. But we do want to
ire it with others.
Many mother have pro- The ingredients are listed in planning,shopping and cooking one night a week.
Vhat do you think?
blems with their children predominance by weight.
Controlling what a young
GEORGE AND GEORGETTE skipping breakfast, eating
Many young children are
J
snack foods high in calories overwhelmed by the sight of child eats is not too difficult,
)EAR G. AND G.: When in doubt - don't!
and low in nutrition, and tur- large portions of food; use a but as a child gets older, he
)EAR ABBY: I am the wife of an airline pilot, and I used ning up their noses at smaller plate,and serve food will eat more meals away
worry Myself halfsick wondering what my captain migh1 vegetables. But what can a in smaller portions. Cut from home. Thus, it's impordoing with some cute young airline hostess, until on( parent do t6 solve the pro- sandwiches into quarters tant to teach your child
;ht a highly respected, much-admired professional man blem of a "picky eater"?
and fruit into bite-sized about good nutrition so that
ocked on my door while my pilot was gone. He certainly
pieces.
d some swinging .plans for us. And to think for years I For the child who skips When introducing a new
d envied This man's wife because she had an 8-to-5 breakfast, a peanut butter food, serve it with an old
sandwich and a glass of milk
sband!
'hat's all there is to my story, Abby. But the point is this: are nutritious and may be favorite. Children tend to imcupation doesn't determine fidelity - or the lack of it - more acceptable to the child. itate adults; so be sure famia marriage. I know airline captains' wives who have more For the child who eats on the ly members set a good example by eating and enjoyng for them while their husbands are away than their
run, try a blender milkshake
abands have.
ing a variety of foods and by
made with milk, a scoop of
FEET ON THE GROUND
keeping their dislikes to
ice cream, and a banana or
themselves.
other favorite fruit.
Avoid constant nagging,
;ONFIDENTIAL TO R. IN K.C.: It's not always
Limit your child's sugar which usually only results in
,ter to have loved and lost than never to have loved
all. It all depends on what you have lost.
intake by providing more making the child more deternutritious snacks. Keep mined to pick at his food.
« *•
fruits, vegetables and hard- Refusing to eat may be the
boiled eggs in the child's way of asserting
1etting married? Whether you want a formal = •
reingerator
for your child to himself.
rrch wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
.emony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a snack on
'instead of cookies Give him a choice between
ig, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to: and sweetened soft drinks. two foods to allow him to
by's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Also, check the labels on make a decision and feel inIs, Calif. 90212.
processed foods, such as dependent. You can also procereals, to find out how mote independence by inmuch sugar has been added. volving the child in meal
seikai

Plans have been completed for the . wedding of
Miss Sharon Walker and
Tripp Furches. Parents of
the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Joe W. Walker of Alm
Route 1, and Mr. and Mrs.
Thurston Furches of Murray
Route 7.
The ceremony will take
place on Friday, May 8, at
6:30 p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church with
Rev. Billy Turner and the
Rev. Gerald Owen of-

lappy Celibates Want
ö Stay That Way

Johnson, brother-in-law of
the bride-elect, and Ralph
GirIgles.
The wedding will be
directed by Mrs. Suzanne
Cathey, sister-in-law of the
groom-elect.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
_
Biam4rof Murray
41i1/190"
'
.
:=
eA"
-11111r
11
*
hr twin sister, Mrs. Karon
Lourdes Hospital, Paducati.
Johnson,as matron of honor.
Miss Regina Walker, sister
MAYFIELD PATIENT
of the, bride, will serve as
Dismissed April 25 from
bridesmaid. Miss Lindy
,the •Cemmunity „Hospital,
'Cathey, niece of the groomMayfield, wartheqr Lynn
elect, will be flower girl.
Hooks of Murray.
Mr. Furches has chosen
his brother,Steve Cathey,as
Synthetic oil and gas are
best man. Lanny Turner, not new, says National
brother-in-law of the groom- Geographic. It says an
elect, will serve as English document of 1694
Brandon describes the making of
groomsman.
Cathey, nephew of the -oyle out of a kind of stone"
groom,will be ringbearer.
- the first known patent for
Ushers will be Jimmy shale oil.

6.4-se.--suogAtit I

„„toaveirei

We Announce With Pride

IllisPDarla Gwen Jewell and Altan

FVTITTte

Warren

That Linda Boyd, bride-chef o
Alichool-GrAaright *as - sefectet her
bathroom and kitchen Emu and accessories as wel as ether items for bar
new home from oar vast collection of
gifts.

Lindaand Michael will
be married
May 17th

Local County Extension Agent In Home Economics-

Help Your Child Form
Good Nutrition Habits

We are _ pleased
nounce that Julie Whitford, bride-elect of George
Landolt has selected her
china, pottery, flatware,
and crystal from our complete bridal registry.
Julie and George will be
married June 20th-

The Showcase
7534541

121 By-Pau

ik*"
11 KAVII 111

4
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"That's the way
you want
Men's or Ladies

2 Piece
Suits

DRAPERIES
CLEANED Et

May 5-6-7

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m. tod p.m.
Perms 75.1952.5

LINED
UNLINED

Per
Pleat

FREE INSURED STORAGE
Pay regular cleaning price
when you pick it up this fall.

auridered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

45C
35 tt

55

5/2"

prices good all w

THE ACES

®IRA G. C.

JR.

he will make the right
choices wherever he eats.
Provide the basic
guidelines about the food
groups, and let your child
plan balanced meals. This
will help him form good
nutrition habits that he'll
never outgrow.

4.-

the green door.
Dixieland Center

50 Garment Bag

Ladles' Shoulder Tote
29 Cartwheels'

"No one is old enough to
know better." - Holbrook
Jackson.

Declarer should have
known it wasn't his day for
winning finesses, he hadn't
won a rubber all day. And it
didn't change with today's
lost game. Declarer had
only one finesse to take but
that went the same way as
did the game.
Declarer won the second
club and knocked out East's
ace of hearts. East returned
the spade queen to declarer's ace and the top hearts
and the diamond ace were
cashed. Next a spade was
led to dummy's king and a
diamond led to declarer's
jack. The finesse lost and
declarer had only eight
tricks(West had discarded a
spade on the third heart).
Declarer had two shots at
changing his luck. He could
have end-played West to
force him to lead a diamond
or he could have found a
better way to play the
diamonds.
For the end play, declarer
takes the second club and
knocks out the heart ace. He
ducks the spade return, wins
the next _ and cashes his
major suit winners. Then
ace and another club puts
West on play and the forced
diamond return nets nine
tricks.
An even better plan is to
forget the diamond finesse
and to play three rounds of
diamonds from declarer's
hand. This line wins whenever the diamonds split 3-3
or when either the queen or
10 is doubleton in either
hand (if you like num1.1.!rs,
the flame la SO percent;the

NORTH
•K 6 3
•104 3
•9 6 5 4
+762

5-4-A

EAST
WEST
•QJ 102
#7 5 4
•6 2
•A 9 8 7 5
•10 3
•Q 8 7 2
+84
•QJ109
SOUTH
#A 98
•K QJ
•AKJ
•AK53

Ladies Beauty Case

26 Cartwheels'

24 Ladies Pullman
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:
South
3 NT

West
Pass

North
Pass

East
Pass

Opening lead: Club queen

straight play of the diamond
is approximately 65
percent).
Next time you hit a losing
streak, remember this hand.
The streak is almost never
caused solely through the
lack of good cards.

Ladies'0 hhte
Ladies Carry-On

Ladies' Nandi-Tole'

Bid with Corn
South holds:

5-4-B

•QJ 102
•A 9 87 5
•103
+84
North
It

South
1117

ANSWER:Two diamonds.A
poor hand and strong
'enough only for one con"structive bid.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

Going away on business?
Vocation coming up? We
have the Samsonite bog for
you.
Samsonite's
fashionable ond,lightweight.
larger cases feature Cartwheels, they get you where
you're going without being a
drug.
Choose from blue, wine,
cinnamon, brown or gray.
Now on sole.

Reg. Now
SO Garment Bag
78.00 46.80
29 Cartwheels
148.00 88.88
Ladies Shoulder Tete
52.00 31.20
24 Ladies Pullman
98.00 S8.88
Ladies Beauty Case
70.00 42.00
26 Cartwheels
125.00 75.00
Ladies Nandl-Tot•
52.00 31.20
Ladies Corry-On
75.00 45.00
Ladies O'Nite
78.00 46.80
-Net Pktured24 Men's Comp
98.00 58.80
3 Salter
128.00 76.80
40 Garment Bag
78.00 .46.80
Downtown
Murray

-.0E1
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10 Years Ago

Editoral

The Roots
Of Violence
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The issues of crime in
America, gun control and
violence are debated daily in
the news columns and on the
talk shows.
There is a ipperi moreper•'

*,

•

jIible Thought
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sonal level of causation that is
seldom discussed.
Behind every shot fired in
anger there is anger.
All of us have anger in our
systeikcAlost of us can keep
it under control. Civilization
depend - upon a certain
amount of suppression of

.'',-:-*'
-'
- 4thiettUblkia-14* .
__, fear,hate and angeE.

el

Inside Report
4P.

Lebanon,
Soriet Wedge
peripheries: In Afghanistan, South
Yeman,Ethiopia and Libya. Although
WASHINGTON — Deployment oi Haig has-not been able to withdraw or
Syrian anti-aircraft missiles in even diminish the political gift
eastern Lebanon, provoked by Reagan handed Begin with his reverIsrael's deep-penetration kills of two sal of a 13-year-old policy against
Syrian helicopters, has given Moscow West Bank settlements, there is no
a sharp wedge to Pry itself back into light between him and the president
the Mideast as a major player.
on the urgency of keeping Moscow's
That drops the first case of crisis itchy fingers out of the Middle East.
diplomacy into the labs of Secretary
That underlines a paradox in the adof State Alexander Haig and Vice ministration's murkey Mideast
President Bush, President Reagan's policy. By refusing to invoke U.S. law
crisis manager, with precious few against Israel's offensive use of
assets.
American-supplied aircraft in
Indeed, given his unnecessary con- Lebanon and by giving a free hand to
cessions to Israeli Prime Minister Begin's new settlements. Reagan
Menahem Begin in the` past three unknowingly may have unleased the
months, Ronald Reagan may find very forces that now offer the Rushimself trapped between Begin's sians their long-sought chance for a
election-eve military operations in Mideast comeback.
Lebanon and the intolerable counterBeyond that danger lies another:
moves of Soviet-backed Syria.
The unwinding of delicate threads
Although some U.S. officials dispute that bind up the Camp David accords.
it, experienced Arab diplomats
If the contest over bloodied little
el
in4
t Lebanon leads to serious hostilities
that %5yria's beleagured Pre:t
Assad 'would have dared to move over its partition between Israel and
those SAM-,fliti-aircraft missi es in- Syria, even so adept a statesintin as
The Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
.2.41.1i to Lebanon wit ou
Kremlin. To Begin, the SAMs natural- might find himself between the rock
ly act as magnets for his U.S.-supplied of his peace treaty with Israel and the
air force.
hard place of standing lone against all
Begin's popularity has soared on other Arab states.
Evidence grows that young Egypthe wings of his daily air raids against
undefended southern Lebanon. His tian army officers are pressuring
program to implant new Jewish set- Sadat hard for the American weapons
tlements on the Arab-occupied West promised as part of Camp David acBank of the Jordan has now reached cords. These weapons have been slow
•
runaway status, openly encouraged to arrive, a condition blamed by the
byReagan's new pu iLy -edict-that-the-- restiveyoungergeneiatioirorrisraes
settlements are "not illegal." Besides influence within,the U.S. government.
strengthening Begin, another result is
Regan. courageously decided to
to make the U.S. look weak and flabby meet that influence of Israel head on
to its Arab friends.
in the case of AWACS for Saudi
For the Soviets, this lethal package Arabia. But the closer Israel conies to
is an unexpected bonanza that could hostilities with Syria, the harder it is
shred the fragile, crazy-quilt cover of for Reagan to arm America's Arab
peace that Jimmy Carters Camp 'friends if Israel objects. That gives
David agreements spread over the Moscow a bonanza.
With quiet help
Middle East in 1978.,
Soviet arming of Libya, for examfrom some influential European allies ple, has reached alarming Tprnpor7
of the U.S., the Soviets have begun to tions: 475 aircraft including 150 MiGset their price for an affirmative 23s to Egypt's 200, the best of which
response to the U.S. appeal that Syria are aging M1G-21's. Syria will now
be stroked and calmed. That price: A surely be receiving huge batches of
Soviet share in any overall settlement new weapons from the Soviets.
in that tortured region.
These military assets give Moscow
Haig, has no illusions about the impressive leverage, but as yet no
dangers of letting the Soviets play any diplomatic role in any Middle East
such role. That is even truer now than sktlement The best chance the
when Henry Kissinger dealt Moscow Soviets have had to wedge themselves
out of the Mideast. Today there is no into that role since the 1973 Yom Kipshah of Iran. Formidable Soviet pur war is right now, in the tragedy of
military power is now on the Lebanon.

Thanks For Arts Participation

Great SecretarN Section
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Garland, April 30, and and a girl to
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Moreland,
April 30.
Kathy Susan Lovett, daughter of
By S.C. Van Curon
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett, was
married to Max Cleaver, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., on April
11 at the Palestine United Methodist
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ophus
Orogan of Hazel Route 2 will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on
May 8. A reception will be held on
In February there were 175,318 May 9 at the Ellis Community Center.
John Clayton, a worker in the food
stamp section of the Human families or individuals receiving food
Resources in Kentucky said there has stamps that amounted to $24.3 million
been less loss and theft of stamps as reported above.
Penalties are provided in federal
since mailing was started last fall.
Public assistance payments to perIn Frankfort, police have regularly regulations that limit the use of sons in Calloway County were for
been reporting the theft and loss of stamps to food for human consump- $100,648 for the three months' period
food stamps almost every week. When tion. Occasionally merchants are fin- of January, February, and March, an
this happens, the recipient is entitled ed or penalized for violations of the increase of $7,027 over 1960.
to have them replaced by the govern- rules, and there have been reports
Deaths reported_ include Miss
ment. However, the theft must be there tias been some isolated trading Jewell Morris.
stamps on the streets in some areas,
verified by a police report. •
Sandra ,Smith, 15, won the Junior
Senator Ford's office checked but few cases have been called in for Girls' Finals, in the regional junior
losses for three months at this penalties:
bowling tournament held at Paducah.
In Franklin County there were 1540
reporter's request. These figures are
Carolyn Wells, 14, won the semi-final
for stamps lost or stolen from the households that received $196,835 in trophy.
stamps. The stamps are mailed to
mail.
Dr. John C. Quertermous spoke.on
During the month of December $1.8 recipients here.
"What the Physician Expects of the
The stamps are not distributed by
million in food stamps out of $140
Nurse" at the meeting of the Nursing
million sent to recipients through the mail in the Louisville, Lexington and Education Majors Club held at Murmail across the United States were Northern Kentucky areas.
ray State College.
replaced.
Mrs. Emily Wolfson presented the
In Kentucky in December, out of
program at the meeting of the Zeta
1981 McNought Sy-• la
$2.9 million sent through the mail, onDepartment of the Murray Woman's
ly $19,600 were replaced. In October
Club. New Zeta officers are Mrs. Rob.
1980 only $6,600 in stamps were
Hine, Mrs. Ed West, Mrs. Max Beale,
replaced out of $1.2 million and the
and Mrs. Bill Solomon.
figures for November were $19,700 out
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
of $2.3 million.
"Love Is My Profession" starring
Brigitte Bardot.

Food Stamps For Thought
FRANKFORT — Food stamps are
an important part of Kentirky's
economy and may become sure so
With Anfratkin aifd unemrbyment
climbing because of the coal strike
and other factors.
A few months ago the government
started mailing the stamps to recipients in all but Metropolitan areas, a
spokesman for Senator Wendell
Ford's office said in reporting information he had been asked to gather in
a telephone interview.
There was an adjustment for inflation in January which brought the
amount of food stamps distributed in
Kentucky for January to $23.3 million
in comparison to only $18.9 million in
December. The February total climbed to $24.3 million.
When the coal strike started last
month, the Kentucky Department of
Human Resources sent extra workers
into the coal producing areas to sign
up striking workers for the stamps.
Any worker on strike becomes eligible for food stamps, based on his income, after he receives his last pay
check before the strike started.

20 Years Ago

RAF1FOTI

Business Mirror

By MAX B.SKELTON
AP Oil Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Oilmen have
responded to the decontrol of oil
prices with record drilling operations,
but a Conoco executive says he word
ries there isn't enough determination,
both in government and in the industry, to make deregulation stick.
"On the government side, there continues to be a plethora of laws, rules
and regulations that regulators can
invoke almost at will to short-circuit
the intent of the decisions made at the
top," says H.K. Bowden. "Particularly at some lower levels, there is the
clear impression very little has
changed."
Dn_the industry **,he .44,s,there_
are a lot of people who have never
known anything but controls during
their careers.
"Controls have rewarded mediocrity and created vested interests,"
Bowden contends. "Ofir industry has
lost some of its daring."
The return to free market competition will hit many of those people
hard, says Bowden, who recently was
selected as chairman of- -Conoco's
tharketing -subsidiary -in the.United
Kingddom.
"For some companies and some individuals, the impact will be painful.
The inefficient will not survive," he
says.
He notes a rash of refinery closings
followed President Reagan's Jan. 28
executive order terminating oil price
controls eight months ahead of
schedule.
"They include not only small,
privately owned refineries which
were offsprings of federal controls,
but also older inefficient refineries of
major companies," Bowden says.
'But painful as it is, this rationalization of our industry needs to happen,
needs to run its course, to ensure a
healthy industry to serve the
strong,
Dear Editor:
To all who participated in any
need of the public efficiently."
The Community Arts Council capacity, we appreciate the contribuHowever, he adds, he does not exwishes to thank all of the individuals, tion you are making to the cultural life
pect the inefficient to pass quietly.
groups, organizations and govern- of our community. Yours is a the kind
"They will be working hard to promental agencies that participated in of interest and dedication that help to
tect themselves from competition
the Gallery of the Arts during the make Murray such a nice place to
while laying claims to the federal
month of April. We are especially live.
till," he says. "It is clear, therefore,
grateful to those who helped with and
decontrol will not be smooth sailing."
were a part of the activities, in
Sincerely,
Obstacles will be many,he says.
downtown Murray on April 17 and 18.
Community Arts Council
"And I can just hear some government,industry, media and consuming
sector talk about the 'good old days'of
Dear Editor
controls," Bowden says. "But those
Your section on secretary week iias is listed as having four secretaries.
obstacles most be overcome because
' great. There isone thing that is puzzel- From a tax payers view this seems the free market environment is the
ing to me. Your article lists the district rather odd, especially when our elected only longterm hope to ensure the-supjudge who serves two counties, as hav- president is calling for a cut in spen- plies of energy this nation needs to
ing one secretary. The circuit judge, ding.
preserve its economic growth, its
C.A. Burkeen
also is listed as having one secretary.
security and its position in the world."
Murray,Rt. 3
The county judge who tries no cases
Bowden says that although there is
. _

Letters To The Editor
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• • •The Lord Ga. m4c1flu We need to emphasize
and gracious. longsuffering, restraint. Americans should
and abundant in goodness and be encouraged to practice selftruth. Exodus 34:6.
discipline in everything they
Our God is also as strict as say and do. There can be no
hell. Men and women have to end to violence in a society of
decide which Path theY will violent people with violent
pick: choose life, choose feelings,who insist on expressChrist; choose goodness.
ling them in a violent way.

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak
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Cindy Colson, daughter of Mr. ant
Mrs. Cletus ColSon, was crowned as
the 1971 Murray High Prom Queen at
the annual Junior-Senior Prom held
April 30 at the Murray State University Student Union Building. She was
crowned by Marilyn Simons,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Simons,last year's queen.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
C. Downs, 81, Mrs. Adelle Dawson
McGee,Mrs. Della Mae Willie,44,and
Mrs. Mamie V. Krueger.
Officers of the New Concord Adult
Farmer Class are
"',46111184111,
Bobby Spiceland, and Harold
Houston. They were elected at the dinner hosted by the Bank of Murray at
__Kitchen. W. H. Brooks is
teacher of the class.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Uyle, April 28, a girl
Kim Wa
.
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currently a surplus of gasoline and
crude oil; the United States still has an
energy crisis to solve.
He says the United States has the
energy resources to meet its requirements for many centuries, but
the nation must -move ahead on a
broad array of alternatives" and
make every effort "to let all energy
sources compete fully."
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Corporal Bobby Gene Moore, stationed at Camp Drake, Japan, called
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moore
of Murray,by telephone on April 30.
Deaths reported include Miss Lucy
Huie,70, and Luther Cathey,65.
The Murray High School Senior
Class of 26 students will leave May 26
for a five days' tour by bus to New
Orleans, La.,and the Gulf Coast.
Sam Kelly has purchased the Boggess Produce Company, South 13th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Edwin Hochnedel presented
her kindergarten class of 13 students
in special numbers as a part of the
k -well.014110ilps
program at the Meeting of the Delta
•-Departme-nt,
ALUM MuriaX. Woman's
an'agrigaICIrnanae- arfundraising product, write to Heartline Club.
"The weeping willow in Ed ThurFundraisers,at the address above.
yard is only five years old and
mond's
HEARTLINE: Could you explain
the difference between Series EE and the Chinese Elm is only three," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Series HH savings bonds? R. T.
ANSWER: Series EE bonds can be Murray" by James C. Williams.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
purchased at half their face value and
starring Mala Powers and
"Outrage"
earn 6.5% interest per year for nine
years, when they mature. If you hold Tod Andrews.
your bonds until they mature, the
average annual _return becomes 896..
The interest is paid to you when you
cash in the bonds. Series EE bonds
By The Associated Press
can be purchased with face values of
Today is Monday, May 4, the 124th
$50 to $10,000.
Series HH bonds will earn you an in- day of 1981. There are 241 days left in
terest check every six months. These the year.
Today's highlight in history:
bonds are sold at face value, and
On May 4, 1904, the United States
reach maturity in ten years. They pay
increasing rates of interest for the took possession of the Panama Canal
first 10 years, but if kept that long, it Zone.
On this date:
averages 7.5%. If held longer than 10
In 1626, Dutch colonizer Peter
years. They continue tO pay 7.5% interest. They are,as we said, bought at Minuit landed sin Manhattan Island.
face value, in amounts ranging from He later bought it from the Indians for
trinkets worth $24.
$500 to $10,000.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte went
into exile on the island of Elba.
Ledger & Times
In 1945, German troops surrendered
(USPS30-700)
in
Denmark during World War II.
Publisher
Walter Apperson
In 1970, National Guard troops fired
Edtor
R.Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger 81 Times is published at anti-war demonstrators at Ohio's
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thenkagiv- Kent State University — killing four
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., IN N. 4th St., students.
Murray, Ky.42E1. Second Class Postage Paid at
Ten years ago: Secretary of State
Murray,Ky.42E1.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by William Rogers arrived in Egypt for
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance .his Middle East peacemaking
tour.
By mail In Calloway County and to Benton, HarFive years ago: An express train
din, Mayfield,Sedella and Farmington,Ky.,and
Parr, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 04.36 per collided head-on ,with a commuter
year. By mail to other destinations, S36.59 per train
near Rotterdam in the
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Preset Netherlands,killing 20 people.
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
One year ago: Josh Broz Tito died ,
Association.
at
the age of 87 after ruling
ii
exclueively
entitled
to
Associated
Press
The
republish local news originated by The Murray Yugoslavia for 35 years.
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
Today's birthdays: Opera singer
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Burnes'Office
753-1916 Roberta Peters is 51 years old. Ac753-1916 tress Audrey Hepburn is 52.
Clarified Advertising '
Retail(Display)Advertising
7531E5
53.919
Thought for today: It takes two to
Circulation•
News and Sports Dept
make a bargain, but only one gets it
anonymous.

WILL TELL

EARTVIN
Heartline is a Serviee- for-tetifOr"
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems:If you have
a question or a problem not answered
in these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.HEARTLINE: Lam a social services director at our local hospital and
the president of a local senior citizen's
center. I recently found a copy of your
"Heartline's 1981 Almanac for Older
Americans." I am truly impressed
with the abundance of information it
contains, of special interest to persons
planning retirement or retirees.
There was no price on the book and
there was a page, torn in half, in the
back of the book explaining how
senior citizen clubs, churches and
other groups could sell your
"Almanac" as a fundraising product.
Could you please send me the information that our club would need? I
have never seen a better fundraising
product. Also, what is the price of
single copies and where do we order
them? K. W.
ANSWER: A packet of information
explaining the use of our "Almanac"
as a fundraising product is on its way
to you.
• For others who are interested,
"Heartline's Almanac for Older
Americans" contains hundreds of
pages of useful and important information on Medicare, social security,
wills, dieting,exercise, hobbies,small
claims court, rebate information,consumer information,crime prevention,
local, state and federal agencies that
provide assistance and information,
and much, much more. To order
single copies,send $9.95 to Heartline's
, Almanac, 114 East Dayton Si, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. If you wovld
like to receive our packet of informa-
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With Over 8,000 Representatives

USDA Assures Safety f Meat And Poultry
ATLANTA, Ga. — Charlie the labels on these products. it meets USDA re- as myself to have certain
Employees like Ford will inspeCtors at the plants inThe regulatory procedures quirements.
Ford is one of 8,000 people
label approval authority," also be responsible for the volved in the .label review
Who keeps tabs on the na- for labeling are not an easy "Does the name of the pro- said Ford, who is based at-a final
approval of any printed process, since they know
tion's meat and poultry sup- matter. As the industry duct adequately describe the sausage plant in Baltimore,
labels that have been more about the product than
ply. He's a U.S. Department becomes more complex, so product? Is there a product Md.
previously approved in anyone else," said Ford,
ef Agriculture meat and does the labeling process. weight? What is
Since Dec. 1, 1980, USDA sketch by the Washington or- "this would greatly reduce
the name of
Marketing food is a com- the distributor or packer? Is has been testing the,feasibili-.. fice.
poultry inspector.
the Washington label review
Part of Ford's jobs has petitive busi n's"' Abele re- the in,plant
of the new
4411101*,. "USDA's objective with staff's workload, allowing
always been to check the ac- quires producers to 'fre" displayed? Does the product a pilot program About 270
this test is to streamline the more concentration on
curacy of product lables — quently introduce new pro- require a special handling meat and poultry inspectors
present system and get its policy matters."
making sure that the right ducts and change
the way
-....-44411911eistatement,
such as, in Missouri, Kentucky,
ingredients are in the pro- the label loaks.
.
'refrigerate after nricIt
;
)
e Delaware-and the District of
-.
In each ca..,._
duct and checking to see if
-Let's suppose Ar
tertiinbia are involved.
tion for a label approval will wanted to label a'
the net weight is accurate.
product ,During the test period,
But he's being given even end up in the label review of- 'Hungarian Goulash'," Ford USDA employees like Ford
more responsibility for in- fice of USDA's Food Safety said. 2'AccOrding to USDA have authority to approve
..
PouletX and Quality cvsiejt, at regulations the firm would
.
iuig
consumer, Washington_ 11 d"
titelOwt:
(trying up in the --northernnot be allowed...to do that Simple
p'lesimlapbleel"
On the second floorOf The
truthful information that is
Plains.
Associated Press Writer
unlesSiithe product was ac- labels for products that are
,not misleading. Ford and a smallest building in the tually imported from made from single ingreThe drought, building for
WOLF POINT, Mont.
selected number of people USDA complex, seven peo- Hungary. However, if the clients which do not make AP) — Wheat fields are lit- three years, is probably as
like him are taking part in an ple wade through 100,000 ap- producer is willing to for- any claims
ot, tle more than dust, the grass bad as the Dust Bowl days of
hicq
ut quality
huadlonor
experiment which allows plications a year as they try =late the product accorin
..pastures is merely the '30s, says Bob Brastrup,
USDA in-plant inspectors to to uphold the intent of the ding to the accepted style, it make
green fuzz, and springs are of the Montana Wheat
k guarantees.atoarnbaee' s.
assist in the complex label federal meat and poultry in- would be called "Hungarian
Research and Marketing
spection acts, Ford said.
approval process.
Commission in Great Falls.
Style Goulash (made in the
For over 75 years, USDA
"Applications pour in by USA)'."
"This whole area has had
has been responsible for mail, messenger and even # • USDA has standards for
only about six inches of
assuring the safety of the na- company representatives many meat and poultry promoisture since June of 1979.
tion's meat supply,and more who hand carry requests," ducts that describe what a
Normal is 12 to 14 inches a
recently poultry. The depart- Ford said. "The reviewers product must
year," commented Harold
contain a
ment is likewise responsible must check every detail of a qualify as
Nichols, manager -of Equity
.a recognized style.
for assuring the accuracy of lable request to be sure that The standard for Hungarian
Co-op here.
Farmers are planting spr4'style goulash, for example,
ing
wheat, but without much
requires that the product
hope. Where tractors are
contain at least 25 percent
working the fields, their
fresh meat, have no noodles,
paths are marked by towerpotatoes or dumplings and
ing dust clouds visible miles
Murray Calloway County Airport
must contain paprika.
away.
"If producers wish to
Bill Williamson
''I was waiting for the
market their own version of
rain, but there wasn't any,"
the product,then the product
said George Ferguson, takname must be a choice of
ing a break from planting.
words which are not.
Ferguson had just increasmisleading to the conRes 1531746
ed his federal crop insurance
Off 489 2216
sumer," Ford said. "Since
to the limit, the first time he
the product does not meet
has done so. If he harvests
the accepted style and is not
Glenn Crawford is shown checking wheat and lessthan 19 bushels per acre
imported from that country,
it would have to be identified soybean residue, soil moisture and ground tem- — he normally gets 21 to 22
with an alternative descrip- perature. Mr. Crawford has already planted 25 acres of — the insurance will pay the
tive product name. The list no-till corn and plans to plant an additional 50 acres. difference. He expects to colof ingredients on the label Crawford mentioned he likes what he has seen in planNortheastern Montana acwould spell out the contents ting no-till corn in stopping soil erosion, reducing fuel
Licensed For
cost and the available moisture later in the crop counts for 40 percent of Monin detail."
With a growing number of season. The Soil Conservation Service has reported tana's total wheat producCommercial 8, Residential
applications sent to USDA that their staff has already worked with more than 75 tion of about 120 million
daily, officials see the need farmers this spring in considering cropping systems bushels a year, and unless
for a new approach to consisting of no-till corn and double cropped no-till rain comes before mid-May,
the loss could be total,
Murray K v
reviewing the 100,000 labels soybeans after wheat in rotation.
Brastrup said. Current
received every year.
prices are about $4.50 per
"We're considering a
bushel
for spring wheat,.$4
change in regulations that
for
winter
wheat. would allow inspectors such
Rancher John Stensland is
still feeding hay to his cattle
because there is no grass.
Cattlemen, he said, are even
worse off than the farmers.
He_er ce:cts to,..shave to sell
• LOo=thlikelltf his cattle or
. ..r.AtICTON, Ky.(AP)2
ship them elsewhere for
A Kentucky Derby visitor
pasture.
.
from Washington brought
"I have a creek bottom
good news for the state's
that'll probably take care of
140,000 burley tobacco
100 to 135 head, but the rest
growers.
will have to go," Stensland
Secretary of Agriculture
said.
John Block said federal supThe springs that feed
No. DNF-17
port price.s for tobacco
I Cu. I i.
Stensland's creek have
aren't in line for reduction or
always run until at least the
elimination as the Reagan
first of July, but this year
administration seeks to trim
they've already quit.
the national budget.
Block siaa Theie '11 no'
Shown above is Glenn Crawford checking over his
burden to taxpayers from
no-till planter before planting corn. This is Mr.
the support plan.
During a stop in Lex- Crawford's second year in attempting to plant no-till
ington, Block commented on corn which is an example of the trend for Calloway
other other phase of the County Farmers in considering and trying some no-till
corn for the past two years according to District Contobacco business.
He said he's studying the servationist, Steve.Alcott for the Soil Conservation Serissue of selling burley in vice.
bales rather than the traditional hand-tied bundles- but
hasn't come to any concluIndustrial Rd. — Murray, Ky.
sion.
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Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Groin & Seed

Northern Plains Dry;
Drought Is Building

,

BUYERS ut
CORN-WHEAT &
/
SCI 13:511373 04
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Farmer's Air Service

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

4
Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

-MR

Aerial Spraying

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372 •

Southern States

Freezer,Sale

Secretary Block
Brings Good News
To Tobacco Growers

Fenced in
by a lending
Unlit?Look to PCA
There's virtually no limit to the size of loan that
we can make to a qualified borrower. At PCA your
amount of credit is determined by the financial
.`4011PItiur position ancl
*,
needs of your op6, :
repayment capacity as a borrower.
In good or bad times, you can count on PCAto
have a readily available source of funds. And
sometimes,things are greener on the other side of
the fence.

16.8
Cu. Ft.

.71 No.r c*
20.i

We're agriculhue's
leading lending hand.
0- Lett talk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N. Murray
753-5602

C-20

•$39_

$397

Also Have 15 Cu.Ft.
and 25 Cu.Ft.Chest

Make Us An
Offer!

Freezers
Ph. 753-1423

Southern States

"We Pack A Punch"
For Pesky Insects
cz.

Worntts Eating

BULK FERTILIZER
SERVICE
753-0182

Murray Rental &
Sales Center Is
trading Like Mad!
We Now Have
Over 30 Used Walk Behind
And Over 40
Used Riding Lawn Mowers
We Need The Room
So Come Down And
Make Us An
Offer.
You'll Be
Surprised

EAST SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY.

a

Your Trees, Garden
& Shrubs?

See Us
For Insecticides In
Liquids, Wettable Powders
and Dusts. Large or Small
Amounts At

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY'
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. - 753-7862 • MURRAY, KY.

LAND B.
/UV K
cyfaboree/
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Flours:
p.m.
Tuesdays Only!
If you would like toidiscuss long-term financing talk
u'

8:30 a.m.-4:30

200 E. Main

7534201
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The Grand Prix Pinewood tein, Mike Blicy, Troy Chris Paschall, Joe Willett,
Derby for troop e73 of Turner, Mark Henderson, and Tripp Nix.
Southwest School was held at
the school. Best Looking Car
was awarded to Dana
Westerman, 2nd place-Criad
Woods,and 3rd place-YanCie
Huie. Most Original prize
went to Chris Paschall, 2nd
place-Kevin Fleming, and
3rd place-Will Gentry.
In the nine year old speed
racing Ronnie Cochran took
1st place, Frank Blaustein
won 2nd, and Chris Douglass
was 3rd.
The ten year old speed
race was won by Roger
Herndon, Tripp Nix finished
2nd, and Troy Tyner finish• 4_ 3rd place. The top
• intirRItreitgfot the pack._
Chris Douglass.
46&
'
Scouts receiving ad- PINEWOOD WINNERS - Racing winners in the
vancements at the meeting
. Grand Prix Pinewood Derby at Southwest School
..t
--ions.,
•
Cruse, ason Wise, Dana
6117: Tripp Nix, Troy
.bug
back row, Chns
Westelman, Will Gentry, Blaustein,
Michael Lax, Lee Shouse, Turner, and Roger Herndon.
David Yontz, Frank Blaus-

Writers Guild Rejects
'Final Offer;' Talks
With Studios Break Off

14.

Please
Elect

HOLLYWOOD (AP) - bargain in good faith."
Negotiations between strik- Shavelson said the major
ing scriptwriters and the producers at the Saturday
major film studios and night breakup of talks had
television networks have refused to discuss an agreebroken off, after the Writers ment reached last week
Guild rejection of what they between the guild and insaid' producers called a dependent motion picture
and television producers.
"final offer."
. The Television and Motion "They said, This is our
Picture Producers Associa- final offer...We have nothing
tion "offered us what they else to talk about,' I'd say
referred to as their final con- that's pretty final,"
tract offer and refused any Shavelson said.
further negotiations," Frank The 8,850 members of the
Pierson, vice president of writers guild went on strike
the union,said at a news con- April 11. After an initial
breakoff, negotiations .with
ference Sunday.
AtaiitersambisAlit**4
?L.,
the
That proposal was rejected as unacceptable ed April 22.
largely because it did not
leave room to discuss the
A suit of armor in
• elstr.ike
medieval times weighed
Writers' com- about 50 to 60 pounds. That is
pensation ..for work that is just about <twice the weight
aired on pay television, of a fighting soldier's pack
video discs or cassettes, today.
union spokesmen said.
The continuing strike is
ound to hurt production Rif%
the upcoming fall television
union
said
shows,
spokeswoman • Shannon
Boyd. She noted that CBS
and NBC have announced
their fall TV schedules "with
16 new shows and specials
for which not a word has
been written,"
guild
Pierson said
representatives had been
prepared to negotiate Saturday night, but the producers'
negotiators "terminated
talks at that point."
Guild President Mel
Shavelson said the guild will
file a complaint with the National Labor Relations
Board,claiming that the major producers "refused to

Mondat Thru ‘Vednesda%

Special
Fish Dinner 5299

Paul W.Redden

*etien
*ens
Restaurant

ore preparing for

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
(Preferably Alive)

GROUP INSURANCE
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Bennett & Associates has an opening in l
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
1. Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manoge your own time.
3. Outgoing personality.
4. Above average academically.
This is a full-time position - we will
train and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 946, Murray, KY 42071.

colorful continuous informative

. THE ONLY 24-HOUR
LOCAL & NATIONAL
NEWS INFORMATION
STATION IN
MURRAY BRINGS YOU...

the bulk of the cost for the
solvent refined coal project
(SRC).
There's no final determination on the plant
because the Reagan administration wants to cut off
direct federal aid and require the sponsor to apply to
the Synthetic Fuels Corp. for.
loan guarantees or other indirect assistance.
The proposed facility
would demonstrate the
feasibility of the process and
at the outset turned 6,000
tons of coal to other forms of
fuel daily
Under the current-agreement, the company would
put up $90 million, the state
$30 million and the rest
would come from the
government.
International Coal Refining also has released a new
timetable.
It now projects construction will start in about
one year and be completed
late in 1985. That's about one
year behind the original
schedule.
An outspoken critic of the
Kentucky project is the Environmental Policy Center.
This is a Washington-based
lobbying group that is
against federal subsidies for
large synfuel plants.

MUNFORDVILLE, Ky.
( AP) - State police at the
Columbia post reported that
Danny Riordan, 19, of rural
Hardyville in Hart County
drowned in the Little Barren
River near the Green-Hart
County line.
Officers said Riordan fell
from a boat while fishing
late Saturday night. The
Hart County Rescue Squad
recovered the body.

Start losing
weight today
at 15 minutes after the hour
and 40 minutes after the hour,
every hour,24 hours a day.
Place your community event or
announcement with Murray Cable-News

Call 753-1916

Begin losing weight immediately
with maximum-strength Saw °Arises reducing tablets and Diet Plan
tt lakes over where your will power
leaves off A government appointed
Panel of medical and scientific experts has reviewed the clinical tests
of the maximum-strength ingredient
in Saw Odriain, and has termed it
safe and effective tor appetite conrot and weight toss You eat less.
and turn food and excess fat into
burned-up energy instead otondra
weight Use only as directed Try
Sow Wass today It works, or
your money back
mem stow
50 TABLETS -$2.79
rimermer
thsteem Pore 110 TABLETS -$4.59

41244z

improve close relationships,
but money may be a sore (July 23to Aug.22)
Yc"I'll enjoy the company of
topic. Travel and communicafriends now. Accept irwitations are favored.
bans for good times. Mixing
TAURUS
(Apr. 20to may 20) tiii, business with pleasure is not
,
m,,„
Tried-and-true methods he „
m ndet
reeme
ing financial progress.'
4
A co- '
worker may be envious. Mid- otug• 23 teSePt• 22)
Be alert for career opporafternoon favors shopping extunities. Don't seek advice
peditions.
nap_ from people you don't know
GEMINI
well. A business colleague pro(Alay 21 toJune 20)
Improve your stanis ....'.._ ' -akeibilii.pa.il,
•
heart •

20% to 33%
Savings!

GOERGE PEABODY COLLEGE
OF VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
•Schroot Administration
‹urriculum & Supervision

General Administrative Leodership rjEducationat Poticy Studies
Program & Staff Development HigherEducation

Specialized preparation for numerous career positions-Superintendent • Principal • Personnel Administrator •Finance Manager • Policy Specialist •
Dean • Admissions Director • Registrar • Curriculum or Instruction Supervisor • Staff Development Specialist

Course scheduling fits the needs of working educators by
providing weekend and evening courses on campus
All programs conducted by regular faculty and feature quality
instruction arid advising .
Maintain present income — Earn an advanced degree — Study
at a renowed school of education
Contact:
Deportment of Educational Leadership
Geroge Peabody College of Vanderbilt University
P. O. Box 514
Nashville, TN 37203

Reg. 249.00
The first completely portable computer is
now on sale at 200/c off! As simple as a
calculator to use, yet it's fully
programmable in easy-to-learn BASIC. Use
our ready-to-run programs or your own.
Includes batteries. #26-3501

(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Social life should be pleasant now, but don't let a prying friend know your business
secrets. A close tie may desire
some privacy,
CAPRICORN
(Dec.n to Jan. 19) Vi
Business progress is
assured now, though you may
be concerned about a thild's
welfare. Seek proper medical
advice,if necessary.
AQUARIUS
4
1"
'
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)'
Plan your vacation. A confusing domestic decision will
be straightened out by day's
end. Include relatives in lateevening activities.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Seek loans for property improvements. Real estate matters are favored, though a
business matter needs further
consideration.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more adventurous than the
typical member of your sign.
You dislike routine work and
thrive on excitement. Your innovative nature can make you
a leader of thought in the field
of your choice. On an intellectual note, you're willing to
break with tradition.

IHE

WORLD ulArz I

FLYING ACE AND HIS
BROTHER SPIKE ON
LEAVE NEAR PARIS...

rI LL PROBABLY 1-IAVr
5NOW SPIKE HOW TO
HAVE A 600D TIME
agt

been a consultant to business
and industry and has
presented programs on the
subject in local and national
professional meetings.
He has ben,a member of 4
the faculty atqiMurray State
since 1971.

r1NT-A1S11(Y -IVES
PONT APPEAL TO THE
LASSES LIKE WE
GLAMOROUS FLYING ACES

' Who.synelbcate Inc
HO UMW

Front-End Alignment:
YourChoice

$19 $44

Save
$50

LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT'

WARRANTED 90 DAYS
OR 3000 MILES.
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

• inspect all four tires • Coned air pressure
• Inspect steering and suspension systems
• Set front wheel caster, camber,and toe to proper

Re!299.95
9
9
19
0
A precise frequency counter and LED display
show exact frequency tuned! And exclusive
Auto-Magic® fine tunes FM stations for you!
25W/ch., min. rms,8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.05%
THD. Only 33
4" high. #31-1997
/

alignment
U s cars and imports with adjustable suspensions Includes front-wheel drive

Chevettes,trucks and cars requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra

•LIFETIME ALIGNMENT AGREEMENT
For as long as you own the car, we will recheck and align the purchased Offer does not cover the replacement if tires and or
front end, if needed. every six months or 6000 miles — or when parts that become worn or damaged Agreement void if wrvi...
ever needed Valid only at the Goodyear Service Store where work affecting the alignment is performed by another outlet

"Metal" Cassette Deck with
Dolby* NR SCT-21 by Realistic
11995
Voice Actuated—
Takes Calls Up to
Long
e.g- 169.95
3 Minutes
Answers
another call!
Never miss personalized
a
phone withannouncement,
then
Built-in
20-second
message.
records caller's
approved. #43-260
mike. FCC

High-Pertormance
at a
Stereo System
Great Low Price

Continuing Education, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, (502) 7622716.
Holcomb has been helping
persons .deal with occupational stress for ,approximately six years. He has

t.

Digital Display AM/FM Stereo
Receiver STA-720 by Realistic

Cut
Phone Answerer
Own
29%!Get Your
"Answering Service"
Radio Shack
-25 by
Duo FONE• TAD

Registration will be from
8:30 a:m. to 9 a.m. the first
day and the program will
begin at 9 a.m. and conclude
at 3:30 p.m.each day.
Registration may be made
by writing or telephoning the
office of Conferences and -

Our bookings reopened hotel, he said, and
LOS ANGELF.S (AP) - interView.
Less than six months after a are up 10 percent over last there is a new ventilation
1041004....yr..ar Wire in whi-1.,4,,,,,Aultilbuli'empty the
•
40 conventions into the hotel hotel of smoke in 10 minutes.
since the-tragedy."
"We hope to take whatever
somebody else on the side. . tie Cal Gas.
-to- reopen in J u; .ti a
Elaborate fire alarm and stigma that might exist toothers. Get proper benefit setosslh
with
usgs
•
•
persons
any
at
Don't arouse suspicion.
multmulhon-dollar lire safe- sprinkler systems have been day off the building," he
Travel and academic benfitcousl.
interests should be rewarding level of liusiness, * ndustry, ty system, says the head of installed throughout'-the said."We don't thinklis--:
education, government and the company which owns it. hotel, Benedict said. In a
at present.
one., especially sit- _view
health services. The fee is
Ate
typical room,four sprinklers striving to make it the safest
seinmcliundaes
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
person and
r
"We're already booking will be able to deliver 65 building in the world."
important
:eep
SC
.
RPrnimp
perpe
tuition,
conventions into 1987," Alvin gallons of water a minute.
The cause of the fire last
'Plans under wrall:Meedh
materials and refreshment Benedict, president of MGM
A central computer will Nov. 21 is still under inclose
a
suspici
so
remain
breaks.
Grand Hotels Inc., said in an monitor all areas of the vestigation.
friend. Let partners lead in
A I.1Pi1003

Proposed Plant Costs
Increase 63 Percent
WASHINGTON (AP) The sponsors of a proposed
Western Kentucky sytheticfuel plant report a 63 percent
climb the last 18 months in
the projected cost for design
and construction.
At that, an official of International Coal Refining Co.
said he doesn't think the
higher figure will hurt the
project in Congress.
Tom Peacock said the firm
has told lawmakers for months that old estimates were
too low.
At the end of 1979, the U.S.
Depart.—
estimated the plant at
Newman in Daviess County
would cost $1.232 billion.
That figure for design and
construction has climbed to
$2.012 billion, according to
International Coal.
The company hopes
federal money will provide

18.0

A two-day seminar .in
"managing occupational
stress and job burnout" is
scheduled at Murray State
University Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 12-13.
Sponsored by the Office of
Conferences and Continuing
Education, the workshop
will be taught by Dr. Thomas
F. Holcomb, professor of
guidance and counseling at
Murray State in the department of professional studies.
Participants in the
workshop, which will be conducted in the new University
Center, will learn to
understand "stress and job
burnout," identify,.. s
toms, and

,
4
1
/
4r1PAWN
.13144.94

Moms&Grads
Gift Idea

Paschall.

MAY 3,1191
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Keep important domestic
moves confidential and you'll
enjoy progress. A relative
could cause tension with a
close friend.

finaiL
nli
r $95

Paid For By The Candidate

ache Ihaek

DERBY PARTICIPANTS - Boys from Troop No. 73 of Southwest School participating in the Grand Prix Pinewood Derby were, left to right, front row, Dana
Westerman, Ronnie Cochran, Michael Rice, Joe Willett, Michael Manning,
Frankie BlausteineChad Woods, Will Gentry, Jon Wuest, Kevin Fleming, second
row, Brent Dunlap, David Wesson, Yancey Huie, Troy Turner, Tripp Nix, Roger
Herndon, Michael Lax, David Yontz, David Cruse, Chris Douglas, and Chris

Job Stress Seminar Slated

Fraaces Drake

Reg 1 49

Seafood Platter $499

By Office Of Continuing Education

Your Individual
Horoscope

WOK'

GOODYEAR.. FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

Lube,Oil Change & Filter

*80
Savings -

21995

Plus required replacement refrigerant

$3.95,1b.
---,Parma% Coin plifitiaR
• Evacuate and recharge system
• Adjust drive belt tension
• Tighten evaporator, condenser, and
compressor mounts

299.95
Add high-quality cassette recording/playback
and metal capability to your system at 27% off!
Four-position Dolby NR mode switch lets you
record Dolbyized* tapes from any source.
#14-611 Tape not included 'TM Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

25% Off!Stereo System with
Cassefte Deck and Audio Rack

33q0Off

149

Save $2307°

Reg. Separate
Items 519.80

AM1FM
• STA-720
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1401
Speaker Systems
•LAB-58 BeltDrive Changer
-95with $12
Value Realistie.1
ADC OLM30 UK
niettic
tzg
Illar
31-1997140-20381
42•21/74i14411/42-3021

Additional parts and labor extra if needed
Most U.S. cars and some imports'
Offer good through May 30.

Brake Service—Your Choice

mit tlaT 13cAu1ra WII1DOW VAT110115
CVM 10 Cat10 LITT AQC DOW 1 070 orr
Cnsp, horizontal permanent pleats create the look of I" blinds, yet do
it with a softer touch in fabrics that range from softly transparent to
completely opaque, from versatile neutrals to the good earth tones.
Softlight beats the daylights out of glare,energy-loss
and fading with solarized fabrics that cut heat and glare by 87%...
or sheer, non-solarized shades, a stylish alternative to ordinary sheers.
Woven Woods and Aluminum Blinds also on sale. Your
choice of stylish, slim Mini Blinds in colors to match ycygr decor, or the
rich warm decorator look of Woven Woods. We now have the best
name in window coverings available for less.

• STA-720 AM/FM Receiver
• Two Minimuse -11 OW
Cast Metal Speaker Systems
• LAB-58 Belt-Ddve Changer
with 919.95-Value Realistic/
Shure R25EDT Cartridge'
• SCT-21 Metal-Ready
Deck with Dolby NR
• Deluxe Rolling Audio Rack

Chock Your Phone Book for twilled*/MoirStoreor Deafer Neenset You

A MASON OF TassalealOONI71000
Man we *WV as SIMMORIK WORN we OMAN

Includes our 9-point maintenance
check:
• Transmission fluid • Power steering fluid
• Differential fluid • Brake fluid • Air
fittet ...,Battery cables /4/ water feurt •
Belts • Holes • llre pressure tb-s

4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: Inbrake lining and resurface all
stall new front brake pads and
four drums • Install new front
resurface front rotors • Install
seals and repack frontgrease
OR
new front grease seals and pack
wheel bearings • Inspect hydrau'front-wheel beatings • Inspect
lic system, add fluid and road
calipers and hydraulic system
test car Most U.S. cars and
Add fluid and road test car
imports.
some
(Does not include rear wheels.)

Goodyear Revoking Charge Account
Use any of these other Ways to buy: Our
Own Customer Credit Plan • MasterCard
• Visa • American Express • Carte Blanche
• Diners Club • Cash

Includes most imports and light trucks.

Please call for appointment.

Drive It
With Confidence
Power Streak 78
• The strength and resilience of
polyester cord • Plenty of road
contact for all-around traction

Additional pans and service
extra it needed

Just Say'Charge It'

Includes up to five
quarts major brand
motor oil..011 filter
extra if needed.

A78-I3 biockwall
Plus $150 FIT and old tire
Whftessalis Slightly More

H78-14
G78-15
H7R-15

Plus
ITT,and
old tire.
$1 61
SI 75
$2 14
$41.40 $228
$4340 $2 52
$4265 $236
$2.57

NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE UMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles. whichewr
comes first — many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever required.
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was performed, and
we'll fix it, free. If, however. you're more than 50 miles from the original store.
go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide.
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Racers Win Second Straight Title

Tisthammer Stands Tall
In 011C Tennis Clincher
By DA% II) HtBBITTs
Sports Editor
There he was in the third
and deciding set — a
frestunax. all by himself
against a player from the only team that could knock
Murray State from its perch
as the preeminent tennis
'team in Kentucky and in the
Ohio Valley Conference for
trai ht ea
•
oW,

already faced pressure, the
kind that MSU coach Bennie
Purcell throws against his
players with early - season
road matches and the kind
that a player from the clay
courts in Oslo, Norway can:
not deny when he is faced
with learning the serve and
volley on the hard surfaces
of college tennis in this counpa A

1•10›

had a full season to acquire the mental toughness I try to
the mental toughness with teach. After the first nine
that serve and volley as he matches this year ( when
brought it to adpeak in taking Murray was only 2-7), they
the OVC-deciding number came on strong.
"When Erik came here, he
five singles final over Austin
Peay's Paul Gaff, 7-6, 5-7, 6- was a clay court, baselin
3.
—
All year, Tisthanuner's head coach at Mississippi
teammates had stuck with State and Purcell's assistant
him as he struggled to make,. last year) said he could,not
d this believe how much his serve
Ta°,1001111);*
•
•
onto the:court
"`IgkilliPia7tfall.
his emergence as the one
"He showed his character.
who stood tall under fire.
He got his first serve in and
played aggressively took the net away from
because I knew that wis the Gaff."
only way to beat fhim,"
In winning a second
Tisthammer said with the straight OVC title for the
assurance of a player who first time since they had
knew he had the backing. It done it in 1966-67, the Racers
was real nice to play with so won three of the six singles
many.people around suppor- finals and two of the three
ting me. That made me fight doubles titles.
a lot harder and think about
The championship was
the match.
Murray State's first in the
"I Wanted to show them I OVC this year, and it was
also the first time an OVC
could do it."
Just as his first season had team had won it back-tohad its peaks and valleys, back since 1973.
Tisthammer had to gain and
There should be more in
regain his edge on Gaff store for Murray in the forseveral times before the vic- thcoming years, although
tory was consummated.
Costigan's loss will also
After taking the first set leave a big void at the
and losing the second, number two doubles slot.
Tisthammer rushed to .a 5-0
From Tisthammer, whose
lead in the third. When Gaff day signified what Purcell's
won his own serve twice and building process has
STRAINING ALL THE WAY TO THE END — Eddie Wedderburn crosses the finish line in the 1500 meter run in
broke Tisthammer's in wrought, there was already
first ahead of Western Kentucky's Ron Becht.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts
another game, the match the-foresight to acknowledge
could have swung around in that the job of making the
the next game.
team and winning another
"When he started catching championship must begin
up after 5-0, I was not too again.
sure," Tisthammer admitTeam Results — Murray State 63,
ted. "When I did win, I did Austin Pear 55, Middle Tennessee 41,
not realize what I had done." Eastern Kentucky 36, Western Kentucky 34, Morehead State 23, Akron 5,
When Tisthammer had Tennessee
Tech 4.
stepped onto the court for his
Final MSU Results
match with Gaff, the Racers
Singles Results — No.! Final) Mats
were in a position of needing Ljungman
lost to Hal Jolley (Austin
to win two of the final three Peay, 6-2, 6-3; (No.2 Final) Terje
men's team to its second Brown said about the win800 Meter Medley Relay — 4th,
By DAVID HIBBITTS
singles matches to clinch the Persson lost to Mark Tulloch (Middle
Tennessee),6-2, 6-2; (No.3 Final) Finn
- place finish above the ner. "I was not thinking 1:47.7.
Sports Editor
conference championship.
Swarting def. David Ghanayem
Two-Mile Relay — 1st Holmes,
When it was all said and others, it may. have been about catching him. I was Dennison,Stewart,Slaton I 9:33.g.
In the first of those three Eastern Kentucky), 6-4, 6-3; (No.4
Mike Costigan def. Kurt• done, both MSU women's Alfred Brown's strong se- more concerned with not losHeptathlon — Karen Harding 1st)(
decisions, at the number Final)
Williamson AP ), 6-3,6-2; (No.5 Final,
4219, Kim Slayden ( 2nd 4138, Janet
cond
to
Elvis
Forde
in
track
coach
Margaret
Simthe
400
ing
my
position.
four singles position, Mike Erik Tisthammer def. Paul Gaff AP),
Harper 5th)(
3704.
"Elvis does not ease up.
400 Meter Relay — 4th, 48.72.
Costigan did not waste any 7-6, 5-7, 6.3:, (No.6 Final) Steve Wille mons' bunch of "rumdums" meter dash.
AP),
Jungharn
(
6-4,
6lost to Hartmut
100 Meter.Hyrdles — AllisiaManley
While Forde_ was _prac- He just keeps getting
and the men's team had not
time to release his intense 3.
(3rd) 14.4, Janice Dixon (4th)-14.8..,
tically
a
sure
badly
after
all.
winner
as
stronger.
too
he
Semifinal)
Doubles
Results
—
No.!
400
preparation and dispose of
Meter Dash — Agnes Riley (3rd)
def. Greg CarterWhile the women's team crossed the wire in a time of "I am overjoyed with my 58.88, Diane Holmes )5th ) 59.09.
Austin Peay's Kurt William- Persson-Swarting
Williamson AP). 6-3, 6-2; (Final )
Discus — Jenny Oberhausen (4th)
son,6-3,6-2.
Persson-Swarting def. Tulloch- won their first Ohio Valley 46.83, Brown came down the performance; I - atn very
124-91-2, Jackie Nance (5th) 117-11.
"There was no way Mike Graeme Harris (MT), 6-2, 6-7., 6-3; Conference championship in inside lane to sneak into se- happy. I do - not think *200 Meter Dash — Manley (4th)
(No.2 Semifinal ) Ljungman-Costigan
anybody expected me to 24.96.
was going to lose that mat- def. Danny Wallace-Bates Wilson three years, the men had cond at 47.05.
3000 Meter Run — Deanna Dennison
Spotting
each
finish
finished
second
after
MSU
other
second."
after
MT),
3-6,
6-3,
6-1;
(Final)
Ljungmanch," Purcell said about how
5th) 10:53.08.
Costigan def. Don Carbone-Jolley coach Bill Cornell had hoped the unexpected finish, Forde
Mile Relay — 4th, 4:06.63.
While Forde and Brown
badly Costigan wanted to : AP), 6-2, 1-6, 6-2; t No.3 Semifinal)
Men's Team Results — Middle Tenand
Brown
met
at
best.
and
provided
for
a
third
jogged
their
moment
of
win a singles title in his final Tisthammer-Wille lost to Junghamnessee 162, Murray State 128, Western
Properjohn AP), 6-4, 6-4; (Third
The Lady Racers finished with their arms raised joint- drama in the 400, Eddie Wed- Kentucky 117, Eastern Kentucky 70,
opportunity.
Tisthammer-Wille
def.
Placc
Austin Peay 36, Akron 25, Morehead
with 179 points to 137 for ly in a salute to the one-two derburn was staging a State
-My players played with Nickels-Schubert
), 6-3,'7-5.
20.
Western Kentucky while the finish.
stretch duel with Ron Becht
MSU Final Day Results
400
Meter Relay — 4th,41.08.
"Nobody expected him of Western Kentucky to win
men's team scored 128
1500 Meter Run — Eddie Wedderbehind Middle Tennessee's (Brown) to come so close," the 1500 meter run in a time burn (1st) 3:48.65, Barry Attwell 5th)1
3:49.87.
162 and nudge Western Ken- Forde said after the race. "I of 3:48.65.
Discus — Andy Vince(Ind)157-3 1-2.
was a little surprised, but I
tucky, which had 117.
Wedderburn kept a stern
400 Meter Dash — Elvis Forde (1st)
look at the finish line through 46.83, Alfred Brown ( 2nd)47.05.
"I had figured that we felt good for him.
Pole Vault — Morris Smith (4th) 15"He has had some pro- the final yards before
would get around 174
0.
blems,
but
he
overcame bursting into a huge smile
points," Simmons said about
Triple Jump — Jim Pace (5th) 49-10
3-4.
seven batters in the second pitching is coming around." her expectations for the them."
when he knew he had won.
800 M
Brown,_who_had_sufferect Women's Team Results — Murray
game.
Webster Co.. . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 1 2 5 _finish. "When we_can_ron 24
State 179, Western Kentucky 137, )6th) 1:52.72.
5 3 1 0 0 x — 94 1 kids and 22 score, that tells some torn cartilage earlier
"We are playing so much Murray
200 Meter Dash — Forde (2nd I 21.30,
Eastern Kentucky 121, Middle TenBerry and Owen; Robin Roberts and
in the year, could not have nessee 107, Austin Peay 37 1-2, Brown 5th)( 21.70.
better now that it is Bruce Taylor. 28— Berry t WC). Ron- the story.
5000 Meter Run — Gary Ribbons
Morehead State 271-2.
unbelievable," Miller said nie Pace(MI.
"We do not have any been more pleased with the
2nd) 14:19.7, Chris Bunyan 3rd
MSU Final Day Residts
Co 000000 8— 8 4 5
5,000 Meter Run — Cara O'Brien 14:19.9, Eddie Wedderburn
about his 15-9 team, which Daviess
superstars, except maybe finish.
4th)(
Murray
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 — 2 5 .5
) 19:32.5, Kelly Wilson (4th) 14:26.4.
"Elvis is a great runner," (2nd
opens the district this
Pentecost, Bowles ( 5) and Hale; Allison Manley. We are just
Mile Relay — 2nd, 3:11.72.
20:01.1, Joan Migatz (6th)21045.
Vednesday against Mar- David Milton, Tony Herndon a) and a bunch of rumdums who go
Taylor. 2B — Herndon tiV1). HR —
!all County. "I think our Pace M )
at it.
..................................................
"We are accused of having
quantity and not quality. We
can laugth at that and say
that quantity did it.
"We have so many little
human interest stories on
1977 Chryslar Cordoba Nada)
$3295.00
The Murray Tennis ing can sign up for the tour- this team. This is a group
1977 Cosier Xlirm..s.4
$3495.00
Association will be taking nament at Dennison-Hunt that sticks up for each
1977 Dodge Van Milani Top
$3695.00
entries this week for its spr- Sporting Goods,
other."
1977 Cadillac
ing mixed doubles tennis
More information about
For the MSU women, it
$4795.00
the pairings will be provided had been a year that unfoldtournament next weekend.
Anyone interested in play- later.
ed with the losses of Lavonne
GAS SAVERS
Roberts, last year's OVC
1975
VW
Rabbit
4
Cyl
$2695.00
champion in the 800 meter
1974 Morcary Bobcat 4 eyl
run, Gloria Coleman, who
$1795.0J
held the OVC record in the
1973 Mavrick 6 Cyl
$1695.00
200 meter dash and Sandy
1967 Chow. Track 6 elf!
$1495.00
Minor. Murray also had to
1955
Chevrolet
6
Cyl.
$1195.00
compete without Angela
Payne at full strength.
With finishes like Karen
ANTIQUES & CLASSICS
Harding's first and Kim
1964 Chovrolot 4),.
Slayden's second in the hep$1895.00
tathlon and a second by Jen1963 Lark Stadobakor 2 Dr.
$2495.00
ny Oberhausen in the shot
1957 Chow 2 Dr. Spt. Coop
$3295.00
put, the Lady Racers had
1951
Chrysler
4
Dr.
$1895.00
plenty to compensate for
1948 Chevrolet 2 Dr.
their losses.
$595.00
After Murray had built its
DAN NIcNUTT
lead Friday behind the
record-setting performances
of Manley in the high jump
WEI
the long jump, the final
and
or
(OLD NATIONAL MOTEL ROG)
Siff I TI R
day consisted of an easy win
by the two-mile relay team
and Harding's surging
finish.
SOON TO NE
Glands Andersen Soeretary

TEAM CHA
doubles team

111111111111

1
/
1
0

1500, 400 Provide Final Day Drama

MSU Track Teams Finish
Even Better Than Expected

SERVING IN' THE CLINCHER — Erik Tisthammer's adjustment from the clay court game came full cycle in
his OVC-deciding win this past weekend.
Staff Photo B David Hibbitts

Sixers, 1

.Or

BOSTON (i
Boston Celtics
the brink of el
three games. B
Philadelphia 76
the fatal plunge

"Some team
and I'm just ha
us," Boston foi
Maxwell said.
Boston, very

Murray Splits Final Two Games
In the second game, MurIn its final regular season
_games Friday, the Murray ray led until the final inning
—raseball team split a pair-of--when-Daviess County-bro-ke
games with Webster County loose for all eight runs as a
and Daviess County, winning result of five errors.
the first, 9-1, and dropping
We had played errorless
. the second,8-2.
until the seventh, but we got
The Tigers were !et! by a little shook and
made some
-Bruce Taylor, -who had two- rustakes," Murray
coach
Juts ana three TUrls batted-in; _:ary
Millersaid.'in the__kr* ga_me_ as Robin
DI a —
o1 ViligThilly one .eara7
-- s -1 L-6h7d
.
a complete
game and allowed only two ed run, Murray pitcher
David Milton struck out
hits

'PLEASE SUPPORT
AND VOTE FOR

There's a

Health

Shield for you

I've Got
The Shield

sEt
DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF
EXPERIENCED, IMPARTIAL, COURTEOUS
AT YOUR SERVICE

SMITH USED CARS

753-0445

SISTER INS.
COMPANY
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Simon Would
Love Derby's
Odd Couple
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
Playwright Neil Simon
would love jockey Jorge
Velasquez and trainer John
Campo. They are horse racing's odd couple, the Felix
Unger and Oscar Madison of
the game. They are an entry
— Frick and Frack, 1 and
1A. And right now, they are
sitting pretty.
Together they have captured the first jewel in
thoroughbred racing's Triple Crown, thanks mainly to
a proud colt pleaaantly named 'Pleasant Colony. He
•*"..

He was touting the colt in no
uncertain lienns all week to
any backstretch passerby
who'd listen. The Fat Man
was so sure of his horse that
he showed up on Derby Day
wearing a threepiece suit of
all things. After all, a trainer
has to be dressed appropriately in the Churchill
Downs winner's circle.
I-Je got out of that outfit as
fast as he could, after first
kissing his horse and his
jockey—in that order.
"I ain't givin' him no bouquets,'Tamp° said, nodding
at Velasquez, "but he's probably the greatest rider in

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major Leagues
At A Glance
By 11w Anacaled Pnwp
AMERICAN LEAGUE'
EAST
W L 'Pet GB
Cleveland
10 5
.667
New York
13 8 619
Milwaukee
II 8
579 1
Baltimore
9 9
50D 2'2
Detroit
10 12
455 3'2
Boston
7 12
368 5
Toronto
8 14
.364

wr
Oaldand
20 5
800
Chess°
12 8
600
Tour;
11 9 550
Califorrua
11 13
VI
Minnesota
9 12 .429
Kansas City
5 11
313
Seattle
6 16
E3
Saturday's Games
Mrsiesuta 11, Roston 2
Cleve/told 3. Chicago 1
Oaldand 6. New Yisk 3
,liallimore 4-6 Toronto 3-3
Kansas City 7, Texas 2
Mawaukre 8, California 5
Seattle 3, Detroit 1

'5',

9
10',
12',

'._

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TRACK
TENNIS
RALEIGH, N.C. AP - The
DAIJ.AS 'AP) - Top-seeded John Philadelphia Pioneers set the world
McEnroe defeated South Africa's record in the 480-yard shuttle hurdle
Johan Knek 6-1, 6-2, 6-4 to win the relay with a time of 54.52 seconds in
$100,000 first prize in the World Cham- the.North Carolina State Ipvcatiorial
track and field meet
pionship of Tennis final.
The Pioneers, who were represented
McEnroe joined Jimmy Connors and
Ken Rosewall as a two-tune winners of by Wayne Mason, Dan Oliver, Kerry
this 10-year-old event. Knek earned Bethel and Charles Foster, overtook a
team of North Carolina college all840,000 as the numerup.
GREENVILLE.S.C.'AP - Defen- stars to better the record of 55.25 by a
ding champion Bob Lutz claimed the University of Southern California
singles title in the second annual team at the Mt.SAC Relays last week.
American Federal Classic defeating
AUTO RACING
top-seeded Eddie Ditito 5-7,6.0.6-2.
IMOLA, Italy 4APi - Brazilian ace
NEW YORK ( AP - Ricardo Cano Nelson Piquet drove his Brabham to
of Argentina, defeated Jimmy Arias 7- victory in the Grand Prix of San
6, 2-6, 61 in the opening round of the Marino Formula One race to score his
$592.000 Tournament of Champions at orcond straight triumph in the 1981
Forest Hills.
World Championship. He moved into
In other matches, Sammy Giam- second place in the World Championmalva breezed by Jorge Andrew of ship point standings.
Venezuela, 6-0, 6-4; South Africa's
Italy's Riccardo Patrese, driving an
Kevin Curren stopped Jose Dannam of Arrows, was second, more than four
Uruguay, 6-4. 6-1; Gianni Ocleppo of seconds behind. Argentine veteran
Italy, outlasted Tony Giammalva 6-7. Carlos Reutemann piloted his
6-2-. 7-6, and Owl Parun of New Williams to third place, strengthening
Zeeland and Ricardo Ycaza of his lead in the world standings with 2.5
Ecuador advanced by default when points.
their opponents, both of Argentina,
Piquet covered the 60 laps of the Imfailed to appear,
ola circuit ml hour. 51 minutts, 23.97
_„14
1 0,1410c7
:,.._
--`
New mpr
TALLaDEGA,Ala.
Bobby.
r
2ealand beat
FanCutt of
Australia 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 and won the Allison edged Buddy Baker, Darrell
$37,200 Dunlop Masters Tennis Cham- Waltrip and Ricky Rudd to win the
Winston 500 Grand National stock car
pionship for the second year in a row.
TEL AVIV, Israel ( AP i - Brian race.
Allison picked up his second Winston
Teacher defeated Israel's Shlomo
Glickstein 6-4. 6-2 to win the 850.000 500
taking the teed
om
Challenge
tennis tournaElite Grand
188141.ment.
Tim Gullikson beat Holland's Tom
Baker managed to nip Waltrip for
Okker 6-1,6-2for third place.
-second place by about one foot. with
HAINES CITY. Fla. iAP - Mar- Rudd right on Waltrip's tad for fourth.
tina Navratilova and Pam Shiver
Allison averaged 149.376 mph to
unseeded
defeated
veterans grab the winner's share of $41,700.
Rosemary CasaLs and WenelyTurribilll
•
MOTORCYCLING
6-1. 7-6 to win the American Express
SAN JOSE. Calif. ( AP)- Jay Spr- .
tennis doubles title. — - •
•
ingSteeriseorect his 27th career vtctory
The victory gave Navratilova her se- by winning the Winston Pro Series San
cond-championship in as many days_ Jose-26-mile $36.000motorcyrle race.
On Saturday. she beat Andrea Jaeger
Springsteen became the first winner
7-5, 6-3 for the title in the 9200,000 of the 19-year-old event to lead from
United Airlinfs Tournament of Cham- start to finish, averaging 95.389 mph
pions.
over the one-mile dirt oval and finishGOLF_
ed seven seconds ahead of Gary Scott,
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. I AP) whose younger brother, Hank,finished
'lly Little sank Seven-foot iqhill third. All drove Harley Davidson
for a births •us sudden-death 'a hikoc
break a three-way tie and win her second 9125,000 CPC International Golf
Tournament.
Little. who finished the fourday tour- 4&
By The Associated Press
nament tied at 287 with defending
champion Hollis Stacy and Kathy
BASEBALL
Whitworth. carded a 1-under-par 71 in
National League
the final round.
MONTREAL EXPOS- Placed Jerry
Manuel,infielder, on the 21-day disablRain forced a
HOUSTON (AP
ed list.
one-day postponement of the final
round of the 9350,000 MichelobFOOTBALL
Houston Open golf tournament, with
National Football League
Ron Streck holding a 3-stroke lead
MINNESOTA VIKINGS-Signed
Mardye McDole, wide receiver.
over Jerry Pate and Hale Irwin.
MONZA,Italy AP)- Spain's Jose
PITTSBURGH STEELERS-Signed
Curtis Bunche, defensive lineman;
Maria Canizares parred the first extra
limpet
beat
American Bobby
Plummer Bullock, defensive lineman,
hole to
in a sudden-death playoff and win the and Bill Danenhauer, offensive
997,000 Italian Open golf tournament
lineman.

Toronto 4,Baltiniore 2 air
learned a lot in the lastlou 'elYciigo
61;Tteietidt 0
or five years. Before that, he New You 3-2, Oakland 20, 1st ganie 10
LIIFUNS
.
rode for me and he ryMot4461.
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS IN EVERY RESPECT — Victories by the number two
• ‘-ahr.
omia 3 hoopty-doo rider."
--a
on it, Seattle 5
doubles team (above) and the women's two-mile relay team helped propel their
Mr. Hoopty-Doo smiled at Texas 9, Kansa.s (Sty 8, 10 avangs
QVCchampionships this past weekend.
Irf it'
MAW- 11110/41-- ItTrruiesisa =4-01C.Baltunon
The.
-.
tinued.
D.Martmez 1-11, (n
"Crazy as I am, I could Boston (Tudor 1-11 at Kansas_ City
'Gale 1-21, in
take him off the horse tomor- New York (Nelson 0411 at California
row. He knows that. But he (Zahn 3-2) (n)
Mgwaukee oStaten 2-list Seattle 43.
understands. He's nuts, like lam
041), in,
me."
Only games scheduled
NATIONAI. LEAGUE
Again Velasquez smiled.
_
EAS'TThe jockey and trainer are
W I.
Pct. GB
St.
Louis
And
12
3
•
.800 other.
to
each
tuned in
Montreal
13
6
.684 1
they share a mutual love for Philadelphia
14 7 .667- 1
Pleasant Colony. When the Pittsburgh
8 8 .500 4'2
6 12 .333
horse won the Wood New York
3 15 .167 10'2
Chicago
'
Memorif2,1,he was ridden.ky_
Los
16
6 .7E because
Angeles
VelasFell
Jeffrey
11 10 • .534 4'2
quez was sitting out a Cincinnati
Atlanta
11 11
.500 5
suspension.
San Francisco , 10 14
417 7
9 13 .409 7
"I was disappointed but I Houston
San Diego
8 16 .333 9
didn't know what to do," the
Saturday's Games
he
was
happy
New York 6 San Diego- 2jockey said. "I
7, Clocaoiati 3
won because that meant he Sit/Lois
Chicago S. Atlanta 2
had a good chance in the Ion Angeles 4, Montreal 0
San Francisco 6-1. Philadelphia 2-3
Derby."
Pittsburgh S. Houston 4. 12 uuun4s
But there remained a
Sunday's Games
question of whether Campo San Dwro 4-4, New York 1-7
Lca
Angeles
Montreal I. 10 innings
would go to Velasquez in the Philadelphia 6,
7. San Francisco 5
run for the roses. Another Houston 3. Pittsburgh 1
trainer might have been &Louis S. Cincinnati 4. 11 innuigs
Atlanta 9, Chicago 7
tempted to stay with Fell
Monday's Games
Houston Andupr 1-01 at Chicago
after he won the Wood.
Henschel
• • - • • -,••
- "He knows I'm nuts," the law Angeles iSutcliffe
2-11 at Montreal
Fat Man said of Velasquez. Rogers 31 1, I n
"He knows when I get mad. San Francisco Ripley 1-2 at 'Philadelphia I (..rlton 4-0). n )
That's when I don't use him. Atlanta Walk 1-1) at St.louis Kelton.
But when it's serious, he 2-1), (n)
Only games scheduled
BOSTON (AP) — The but never out in its Eastern Thursday against Houston, then we had a letdown," said knows where!go.Boston Celtics staggered on Conference championship who they beat in four Philadelphia guard Maurice
Paul
.am my
the brink of elimination for series, mustered a com- straight games in last year's Cheeks. "We couldn't seem
My hill
three games. But it was the eback for the fifth straight playoffs.
to build on our lead when we
Philadelphia 76ers who took game Sunday to edge the
7.53-9382
"People said we couldn't had the chances and they
the fatal plunge.
76ers, 91-90.0n the_wsenth do it and counted us out but were always able to come
and deciding contest.
none of the players counted back."
"Some team had to fall
us out," said Boston rookie
Boston is only the fourth
N,Residential
The Celtics host the first Kevin McHale. "We may team of the 69 who have
and I'm just happy it wasn't
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
Mark Klein had two hits
&N
us," Boston forward Cedric two games of,the National back ourselves into a corner trailed NBA playoff series_ (AP) — Scot Hollidq went
and two RBI for Eastern,
Maxwell said.
Basketball Asciation title but we come out fighting."
—Commerciat
three games to one to come three for four at the plate, in- which had just seven hits
Boston, very often down series Tuesday and
"We led the whole game, back and win. In the cluding two home runs, to EaStern scored all its runs ill
•
•
previous two gamesi• the power Middle Tennessee to a the bottom of the ninth.
atnttng\f'ree Estimates
halftime 12-5 victory over Eastern
The winning pitcher was
deficits of 10 and 9 points to Kentucky in the champion- Steve Duncan, 2-2, who went
win by 2.
ship game of the Ohio Valley the distance,. while Gene
They trailed 53-48 after Conference
baseball Walter, 3-3, took the loss for
two periods Sunday and 87-80 playoffs.
Eastern.
when Julius Erving, who led
Middle Tennessee, .33-13.
the 76ers with 23 points, cap- advances to the NCAA South
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
ped a 12-1 Philadelphia run Region baseball tournawith a fallaway jumper with ment, while Eastern finished
6:25 left in the game. After the season 37-21-1.
±
11
that, the 76ers made just one
Middle Tennessee scored
r—
4
field goal, committed five six runs in the second inning U,
lfirtioVert",' lOur Zif —Meth of-"Saturday's title game
-Mt . It It ‘N'S EXCLUSIVE TOII %CC° S1101'
steals, and had two shots when Holliday hit one of his
blocked.
The upcoming changes
homers. Holliday drove in
"We played good defense four runs for the Blue
during the next four years
going down the stretch," Raiders, who pounded out 18
for the Office of Calloway
said Boston playmaker Nate hits for the game off four
County Clerk, the hub of
Archibald. "We didn't hit Eastern pitchers. Holliday's
recording the business of
that many shots. The other home run came in the
defense did the job for us." fourth with one on.
the people of this county,
Boston's shooting was hor- G.arry Keeton was three
reflect a definite need for exrendous. Its 38.2 percent for six for the winners with
Hour.:
perience in the person
field goal shooting was lower three runs batted in and one
753-3171
Mon.-Sal. 9:00;5:00
holding this office.
than its worst regular season home run. Keeton homered
showing and topped only its in the sixth with one on.
The increased business
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
37.8 mark in the second
load in our county during
game against the 76ers.
the past few years has made
Larry Bird, who led
necessary the modern
Boston with 23 points and 11
rebounds, got a defensive reequipment and new
bound and hit a fastbreak
methods we are now using.
bank shot with 1:03 to go to
put Boston on top 91-89. With
The enlargement of this office to include the old down29 seconds left, Cheeks was
stairs jail area helped our crowded situation somewhat,
fouled by Gerald Henderson.
however we are piled to the ceiling again. I feel my
He missed the first shot and
deputies are sensitive to your needs and work very hard,
made the second.
The 76ers got the ball back
under these cramped conditions, to fulfill their
after an M.L. Carr miss and
obligations as employees of this county.
called limeout with one second remaining. But Bobby
Frankfort officials have informed us that every county in
Jones' inbounds pass hit the
the state will be converting to computor registration in
top of the backboard,the ball
the near future. Nineteen of the 120 counties are already
was touched, and time ran
on the Avis Computor Licensing System. This system will
out.
Of the other three teams to
require more space for computors and reader equipwin playoff series after fallment. Another move is a must!
ing behind 3-1, only the 1968
Experience will be most important in organizing the
Celtics, who did it against
work of this office to make the move and to implement
the 76ers, went on to win the
NBA title. That was their
the new system. I have been receiving instructions and in10th crown. They are gunnformation on this system'for about three years, and I feel
ing for their 14th,the most in
it will be a great benefit to the county.
NBA history.
I view the next four years as one of the largest changes
Boston was called for 18
fouls to 27 for Philadelphia.
and challenges a Calloway Clerk has ever faced. ,
While the 76ers outshot the
I ask you to consider my qualifications and experience
Celtics from the foul line, 80
as you choose your clerk to serve this county during this
percent to 62.9 percent,
vital period.
Boston had 20 more shots
Paid For B The Candidate
and made 10 more.

if

\

usiitu•am--40

at Churchill Downs the other
day to claim the Kentueky
Derby roses for himself and
for these two very diverse
men who believed in him.
Atilkitoper wisp
of a man from Chepo,
Panama,a clever rider who
has posted over 4,000 career
victories. He speaks carefully, in slightly accented
English, trying to chose the
right word or phrase.
Campo doesn't take the
same trouble with the
language. He is a garrulous,
pear-shaped, street-smart
New Yorker who calls
himself "The Fat Man." He
usually wears a T-shirt and
baseball cap and looks like
he'd be every bit as comfortable behind the wheel of a
New York taxi cab as he is in
front of a race track barn.
Before Saturday, if you
closed your eyes, you could
count the number of Triple
Crown winners Velasquez
and Campo could claim
between them. But Pleasant
Colony changed all that.
Campo told you he would.

-

Sixers, Not Celtics, Take Plunge

One Of The Two Had To Fall

Holliday Powers
EKU Past Middle

P

Contractors

Re-Elect

Marvin Harris
For

*/10:11311E
OIRE *tiIMIKE
oLympic

AL 0

011 %NY ITEMS ON SALE!

,Mlit

County Clerk

Come See Us

We Hold
The Key
For All
Your
Graduation
Gift Ideas...
For...
Him And
For Her
at

Dixieland Center
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Funeral
For Juni

Final rites
are being I
p.m. at the
Rutledge I
with the Rei
officiating.
Burial wil
Murray City
Mr. Olive,
401 North Fi
ray, died Fri
at the MI
County Hospi
He is survi
Mrs. JOIVUll
father, He
Paris, Tenn.
nine sisters;

Fl

OVC TENNIS CHAMPIONS - (Front Row, Left to Right Mats Ljungman, Coach Bennie Purcell, Mike
Costigan;(Back Row), Steve Wille, Steve Massad, Finn Swarting, Erik Tisthammer, Terje Persson.

JOINED IN VICTORY - Elvis Forde (left) and Alfred Brown are pleasantly surprised
after Blown had finished behind Forde to give Murray State a one-two finish in the
400 meter dash.

Murray State Takes
011C Titles In Tennis,
Women's Track,
Men's Team Second
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

A MOMENT FOR- CHAMPIONS --Mike -C-ostigatt
Arm* pitiorW -congragulates Finn Svvarting (also leaping net, below) after his win in the number
three singles and before his own win in the number four singles.

— •

Funeral set
Roach of Hazi
day at 11 a.m
of the Miller 1
Hazel, with
Churchwell
Mrs. Oneid
pianist.
Pallbearer:
Newport, Jai
James, Lel
Fred Hart, al
Jr. Burial tc
City Cemeter
Mr. Roach,
at 3:30 a.m.
Calloway Cot
He is survi.
Mrs. Nell Jaz
daughters,
sisters, and
children.

Vernon Y
Saturday
To Be On

Vernon Yi
Saturday at(
Murray-Call
Hospital. He
resident of M
Lynn Grove
Grove comm
residing at
Lodge at th
death.
He was a
Born May
Calloway Cou
son of the
Richard -"Yoi
Smith Young.
Mrs. Mabl
preceded hin
June r, 1980.
Mr.,young
lone daughter
(Sally) SteN
Route 1; oi
Young, Hazel
sister, Mrs. I
Guthrie Drive
brother, Trun
wife, Volene,
Street, Murra
children.
The funera
Tuesday at
chapel of the
Funeral Horn
BagivOL
Mrs. Oneid
organist and s
Nephews
pallbearers a
follow in
Cemetery.
Friends mi
funeral home.

Great
Gro
and
A Fam

J.H.
father,
father,
backed
vice. A
need.

AN EXHAUSTING EFFORT - Agnes Riley is given a shoulder to lean on
after helping the MSU two-mile relay team to an easy win in the time of
9:33.8.
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Deaths and Funerals

Children's French Program
Again Scheduled At Library

•

Miss Lela Craig
Dies At Westview;
Funeral On Sunday

Funeral Is Today
For Junior Olive

Children's Cultural Adven- ing basis.
tures in French, a project
Each year a maxonum
sponsored by the Calloway number of 20 children may
Co. Public Library, will con- pre-register on .a first-comeFinal rites for Junior Olive
vene for its third year with first-served basis. •-•The •
are being held today 'at 2
Miss Lela Craig of Hazel
an expanded . program of- registration date will be- anp.m. at the chapel of the Route 2 died Friday at 11
fered.
nounced later and a Waiting
Rutledge Funeral Home a.m. at the Westview NursAt a recent meeting at- list will be established,"
with the Rev. Richard Drew ing Home. She was 82 years
tended by Mrs. Libby Hart, stated Mrs. Hart.
officiating.
of age.
Coordinator; Beth Belote;
The four-week schedule
Burial will follow in the
The deceased was a
Ruth Howard; Diane
Murray City Cemetery.
member of the Mason's
Johnson, Library Staff Cor- will include areas of Fren-h
Mr. Olive, 55, a resident of Chapel United Methodist
dinator; Terry Burke, Helga geography, customs. corner
sations, home and family.
401 North First Street, Mur- Church. Born March 12, 1899,
Keller; and Suzanne
and cuisine.
ray, died Friday at 3:30 a.m. in Calloway County, she was
Keeslar, plans were made to fine arts,
at the Murray-Calloway the daughter of the late John
hold the 1981 sessions the
''Children will be actively
County Hospital.
Craig and Minnie Baker
weeks of July 6 through July involved in each of the sesHe is survived by his wife, Craig.
-•=ak Rex- riluandeAl
sions which will ini•lud,
s
• -IIMrs. Johnnie Mae Olive;
Miss Craig is survived by
am; rrnia`y,
father, Hershell Olive, one sister, Mrs., Nola
Library ArtsAnnex.
inented Mrs. Belot(Paris, Tenn.; six children; Chrisman, Murray; three
The project, funded by the ' goals and objections
nine sisters; three brothers.
brothers — Parvin Craig and
Calloway County Friends of project are to atqu.c!.•
Curtis Craig, Hazel Route 2,
UP, UP AND AWAY Balloons filled with helium were released as the final event to Field Day held Friday at
the Library and the Depart- children with the CUltli:.t• 4'
Agreej gsa i g , Carter Elementary School. Students participated in outdoor games and activities during the day.
ment of Library & Archives another country and
Evansville,Ind. • — '
Local Development Aid fun learning," she''
The funeral
_gor
ise_pjlantneodutfoori stated.
"INCI
rade Exchange, WO
day at 3:30 prnpoiNit
antsreii
Hig.t) sc,140440141Arillici-Nit.‘
Funeral services for Jack MaSoll s Chapel
(RovIeWs Of Current Movies M4..... ay the 7ares)
e ch students will be
- •
-_
Roach of Hazel were held to- the Rev. Harold Craig and
-1/ lir-1r'ate 40the. regular !IA
By KENT FORRESTER
resource people are profes- structors who are: Luc+41(
day at 11 a.m. at the chapel the Rev. John Churchwell ofPITTSBURGH (AP) — to $100 billion worth of sionals in the field of Austin, Beth Belote, Debhie
of the Miller Funeral Home, ficiating. Music was by
Thi Pittsburgh Trade Ex- business went unreported in teaching music, language, Burgess, Terry Burke.
Hazel, with the Frey. -- _____ -and --Churchwell officiating and Thorn.
change makes a business out 1976 alone and millions of etc. Teaching aids such as Paula Compton, Rut. h
Pallbearers were Gary
of _bartering, but it never Americans were illegally filmstrips, French language Howard, Suzanne Kit-slur.
Mrs. Oneida White as
Newport, Darrel Coles, Jeff
The two new movies in reporter, who is being used batgained. for a fight with escaping taxes.
books, maps, and recordings Helga Keller, Sue Sport!.
pianist.
Pallbearers were jack Thorn, Danny Craig, Frank town this week, Friday the as police bait, arranges a the Internal Revenue Ser- "The IRS made a misguid- have been added to the pro- Julie Smith, and Christine
Newport, Jack Rich, Gene Cola; and Orvis Thorn. 13th,Part 2 and The Howling meeting in a porno shop with vice.
ed conclusion that barter ex- ject collection on a continu- Walker.
The 4-year-old organiza- changes were part and
James, Leland Strader, Burial was in the Mt. Plea- belong to the same genre, what is apparently a ripperFred Hart, and John Roach, sant Cemetery with the ar- the horror film. But they are like maniac. She enters a tion acts as a broker for parcel of the underground or
Jr. Burial was in the Hazel rangements by the Miller as different from one peepshow booth, where she swaps, helping its 1,700 Subterranean
economy
Funeral Home of Hazel.
another as a cut throat is meets a man who begins to members — individuals and where everything
City Cemetery.
is
change into a wolf. Although some 720 companies who pay unrecorded," Weiss
from a tracheotomy.
Mr. Roach,77, died Friday
said.
The cut throat is Friday she is rescued by the police, $200 for membership and
at 3:30 a.m. at the Murray"This is...a misplaced nothe 13th,Part 2, a member in her experience is so horrify- $100 yearly — save cash by tion because Our people
Calloway County Hospital.
love
WICKLIFFE, Ky. i API — County Rural Telephone
good standing of the I-was-a- ing that she develops a case trading up to 10,000 goods publicity. We're
He is survived by his wife,
in the phone Fire
Chief Bob Long said op, and Carter's Pool Ila!:.
teenage-victimof
specific
amnesia
sexand
of-a-maniac
and
services among them at book for goodness sake, so
Mrs. Nell James Roach; two
there is a "strong suspicion" which was adjacent to 1.t.
school of horror films. If ual - frigidity.
Her cost.
daughters, one son, two
they didn't have to go very
directorial instructions for psychologist recommends
Trades range from clothes far underground to find us," that a series of fires that barber shnn.
sisters, and four grandFires were discovei ,.d•
destroyed three buildings
this kind of movie were that she and her husband to cats,industrial equipment he said.
children.
Murray Lodge No. 105 printed on cereal boxes,they take a short vacation at his
and
shortly
after 1 p.m. Suncli,‘
damaged
seven
others
to surgery.
An IRS spokeswoman in
Free and Accepted Masons would read- something like mental health resort, which
the
near
in
barber shop, ti e
the
court
square
in
But as its business grows, Pittsburgh, conceding that
was a 100 per cent plus at the this: Assemble eight turns out to be filled not with
Woocly's Gulf
garage
and
'Wickliffe
Sunday were
the Pittsburgh Trade' Ex- there has always been such
District 4 meeting held April teenagers, one page of primal screamers, bioservice
station
about a block
deliberately
set.
change has become embroil- backyard bartering as "I'll
30 at Jonathan Creek dialogue,four special effects feedbackeri, and ESTers,
"We have a suspect, and away.
ed in efforts to convince the babysit your kids today if
Elementary SchooL
The fire in the service stamen, tour quarts of blood, but with creatures just as ob- IRS that barter transactions you'll babysit
tomorrow," he is a juvenile," Long said tion was in a rest room and
Aubrey 0.(Red) Woods of assorted cutting weapons, noxious, people who turn into
are not necessarily tax-law explained that because Monday. "That's about all I
Vernon Young, 89, died the Murray Lodge was and a camera that can track werewolves.
was extinguished with a
infractions.
bargaining has become can tell you. We haven't filed
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at the recognized as a 50 year the teenagers.
hand extinguisher with
The whole thing is c‘one
It is one of several barter- organized, "that might war- any charges."
Murray-Calloway County member and was presented
minor
damage. Charles
The plot of the maniac with wit and style. It's the ing clubs trading legal ac- rant some
A
state
police spokesman
examination."
Hospital. He was a former a gift.
Martin,
volunteer fireman.
a
kind
of
movie is as artless as a strmovie AU
us tions with the IRS,according
The IRS has issued a sum- quoted state police arson inresident of Murray Route 1, Officers of Murray Lodge ing of plastic beads, so I iCITOWthal irknoViTt'rgliart
said
pile
• of paper:. towL.Li.
a
to the Washington-based In- mons for all records pertain- vestigator Don Senf as sayLynn Grove and Browns attending were Dick Henn- won't bore you with the of a movie tradition. On
ternational Association of ing to Pittsburgh Exchange ing the fires "definitely are was burning in the floor.
Grove community, but was inger, Master; Roy Harmon, details. Actually, the maniac background T.V., for inOther buildings damaged
Trade Exchanges.
members' trades. The Ex- of suspicious origin." He
residing at Fern Terrace senior warder; Larry Mc- movie can do almost. stance, is showing an old Lon
smoke or fire were the
by
would
not say they were ar"The IRS selected the change filed suit in an atLodge at the time of his Clain, junior warder; Bill everythingbadly and still Chaney, Jr. wolfman movie.
barter exchanges as its tempt to block the summons, son and said a final deter- Wickliffe Post Office, acro:-is
death.
Zambella, senior deacon; succeed because, like the Another T.V. screen is tuned primary
mination would await a com- an alley from the barber
target" in a but was unsuccessful.
He was a retired farmer. Dennis Sorrells, junior idiot savant, it knows how to to the Three Little Pigs, who
plete search of the ruins Of shop; a second barber sh.op
crackdown on what has been
Born May 23, 1891, in deacon; Rickey 0. Alex- do one thing well: scare the are singing, "Who's Afraid
next to the pool nail; a coffee the three buildings.
called the nation's
Calloway County, he was the ander, senior stewart; Jim- wits out of you.
dress shop, and law
shop,
of the Big Bad Wolf?"
"underground" economy of
Destroyed were a vacant fice all On the court square;
son of the late Jessie my Bucy,• junior stewart;
I kept a running count of
Even the casting makes a trarmartions that. are
barbel shop, a- vacant and smoke damage to a re,i1
Richard •'Young and -1&
- —CharteS-Jackson secretary; the mayhem in Friday the few nods toward the past.
ducted without paying taxes,
garage owned by the Ballard estate office nearby.
Smith Young. One daughter, George Rehmus, treasurer; 13th, Part 2: eleven people, John Carradine, who was
charged Joe Weiss, an
Mrs. Mable Mayfield, Pete Farley, tiler; Joe mostly teenagers (these playing horror movies
association spokesman.
preceded him in death on Lasater,chaplain.
movies are real tension before the director, John The federal agency
has
Other Mi4ay members relievers for high school Sayles, was born, was given
June r, 1980.
Dr. Frank Blodgett of
said an estimated $75 billion
Mr. young is survived by present were Aubrey 0. teachers), are killed — by a bit part. And Forest AckerMurray State University will
'one daughter, Mrs. Billy R. (Red) Woods, Brent Allen, knife, ice pick, clawham- man, who hitherto has been
speak on "Religion and
(Sally) Stewart, Sedalia Dee DeWitt, Ralph Morris, mer, wire strangulation, known as the owner of the
Television" at the meeting of
Prices of Mock of local interest at
Route 1; one son, Jack Pat Covington, Hollie Alder- spear, machete, and hat- world's largest private col- noon,
Murray-Calloway Coun- V?'
the
EDT, today, firolabed to
the
Young, Hazel Route 1; one dice, Pat Lowe, Elbert Alex- chet; there are nine teases lection of science fiction and Ledger & Times by First
of Michigan, ty Ministerial Association to
sister, Mrs. Lola Sinter, 804 ander, Reynold Peacock, (cat jumpings, taps on horror pulps, plays a cameo Corp.,of Mtrray,are as follows:
be held Wednesday, May 6,
Industrial Average
Guthrie Drive, Murray; one and Aubrey Marr.
-15.76 at 8 a.m. at the Murrayshoulders, wind-blown door role.
Air Products
457.-3:4
brother, Truman Young and
Calloway County Hospital.
Background props are as American
closings); and four times the
Motors. .
........
wife, Volene, 1305 Sycamore
The Rev. Custis Fletcher,
camera cheats by letting you cleverly chosen as the ac- Ashland
American Telephone
54-11, program chairman, made
Street, Murray; eight grandthink the maniac is near tors. On the wall of a Chrysler
63%-,4
children.
when it tracks the victims by psychologist's office is a Ford Motor
2074-'7 the arrangegients for the
G.A.F.
The funeral will be held Federal-State Market News Service itself.
331351i773.: speaker, Dr. Blodgett, who is
print of Edvard Munch's
General Dynamics
May 4,1981
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the Kentucky
with the Department of
By contrast, The Howling "The Scream." Allen General
Purchase Area Hog Market
Motors
chapel of the Max Churchill Report Includes6 Buying Stations
knows how to do a number of Ginsberg's beat poem Howl General Tire
24-1 Radio and Television at
Receipts: Act. 798 Est. 500 Barrows &
Goodrich
25'41-SI MSU.
Funeral Home with the Rev. Gilts
fully .50 higher Sows steady to things well, only one of lies on another man's desk. Goodyear
ap.iughlet-t
,which-la to•seare-yeupl think And-o -etatAt- ef—the-wolf- unit Oil
$1.59...highee
11311-Pantweights over
bs
Heublein
Mrs. Oneida White as US
30
suckled
Blankenship
,
2-7e
report
it's
will
the
on
second
best
founders
movie
of
of
Rome,
1-2210-240 lbs
$40.0-41.00
I.B.M
For Month of May
5833-54
organist and soloist.
US 2210-250 lbs
840.25-40.50 the year (behind Elephant Romulus and Remus, sits on Jerico
progress
made
the
on
the
25,4b,251ea
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
139.25-40.00 Man
Nephews will serve as US
Hospice
Program
the
a
at
K-mart
bookshelf.
but
of
ahead
Ordinary
21-3
14
2-4 250-270 lbs.
Kuhn's Big K
3,4+
pallbearers and burial will Sows
People)and the finest horror
Naturally, virtually Pennwalt
local hospital and the role of
3018-1La
1-2270-350
lbs.
US
$32.00-34.00
follow in the Antioch US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
film
ever
made.
the clergy.
everyone who sees The Quaker Oats
133.00-35.50
Cemetery.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
As you might have heard, Howling carries with him in- IATueesiail.dc}o.,s
*35.50.38.00
All ministers of the city
Tobacco
1-3 500-650 lbs. $38.00-40.00 few 40.50
3814-s
Friends may call at the US
county are invited to be
and
1411 Olive -- Murray Ky.
US 2-3300-500 lbs
132.00-33.00 The Howling is a werewolf to the movie the indelibly17b, 17 Liia
funeral home.
Boars 30.00-31.50
movie, set not in the distant etched image of Lon Chaney
in attendance, a spokesman
14.72 said.
past in some foggy East turning into a werewolf. But C.E.F. Fund
European village, but in con- wait till you see the
temporary America instead. metainorphoses of.men into
It begins in Los Angeles, wolves in The Howling. They
where a female T.V. are absolutely the most
brilliant things of their type
that I have ever seen on
screen. They make the
Chaney transformations, as
impressive as those stop action effects were in the
1940's, look primitive by
Charles Stewart, 19, Route
Tommy Walker
comparison. I'm tempted to
8, Murray, was arrested earsee
the movie again just to
J.H. Churchill was my great grandly Sunday morning by Murwatch men turn into wolves.
ray police on a charge of
father, Ronald Churchill was my grand(By the way, no stop action
third-degree criminal
father. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
photography was used; the
mischief, according to police
changes were effected by air
backed by 95 years of reliable family serreports.
bladders of urethane rubber
vice. Allow us to help you in your time of
Stewart allegedly used a
concealed under makeup.)
need.
sharp object to cut two tires
The Howling
more,
The District Court is the most important Court in this Siff if'.
on a vehicle owned by An- much more, thanisa fright
I. Many people come. in contact with the District Court than fitly other Court. s , or Federal. Is a
Panayides,
tony P.
24, 213 S. flick that
panders to
result. the attitude of a large number of people toward the entire judicial system is affected lo.% their 4' r16th St.,the reports said.
teenagers. It is a wellperience in that lower court.
Bond was set at $2,000 for plotted,
well-acted,
Stewart,the reports said.
clever movie that deserves a
Both persons are students broader audience than it will
201 S. 3n1
2. The great majority of young and first-time offenders find themselres before the District Court. This
753-2411
at Murray State University. probably
represents a crucial time when the Court can do something positire about shaping the future emirsn. al.
get.
wholeheartedly recommend
these youthful offenders.
1"
it.
1
ft
H
Both movies are rated R.
aliill1 11111111;. 111111...
iIllll ill
,..111111
3. The District Court is the front line in the war against crime. To wage this war successfully. we need
Friday
the 13th, 'Part 2
experienced, well-trained, and well-respected police officers, sheriffs deputies, and judges. -I hick uf
GOOD MON. MAY 4INTINNI SUN. MAY 190
contains scenes of a couple
respect for any law enforcement officer by the Court is discouraging to that officer and I-exults in
making love, full frontal
WIN COUPON AND
disunity and reduced cooperation.
FINKNASE OF IO
female nudity, and explicit
ow
GAMINS OF OAS
violence. The Howling
I have fire generations still tiring and (scare in Calloway County. I ant a homeowner with u .fismily like
contains all of the above, but
yours to protectfrom spiralling crime.
it is not nearly as intense.
lam fully qualified and will work hard to make he District Cater: rex' slide and rest.....sire.
(Actually, the couple mak401 SYCAMORE
753.7793
ing love slowly turn into
Elect Bill Phillips Your District Judge On May 26,
werewolves as their passor
11111111""111111 11111"1101 linp111111101
11111 4411111 1"11111.11)
11
01
Paid for by Leon J. Phillips. Treas. Rt. 4.ifierroys
builds, so I'm not lure If it
„I.
.1„
should count.)

WielfL;
Roach -

•
IfrAA The movies

project

T

rz,Aui.ipa

Eridav,the 13th
And The Howling

Arson Suspected
In Wickliffe Fire

Murray Masonic
Lodge Honored
At District 4

Vernon Young Dies
Saturday; Rites
To Be On Tuesday

Blodgett To Speak
To Ministerial
Group Wednesday

Stock Market

Hog Market

Spring
Special
10% Discount
On All

Drapes

College Cleaners

Great Grandfather
Grandfather
and Grandson
A Family Tradition

Man Arrested By
City Police On
Mischief Charge

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

COUPON OFFE

BBQ SANDWICH
WITH SMALL COKE

49'

SAVEWAY GASAMAT
"I

I

11 1

ELECT
BILL
PHILLIPS
Your District Judge
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1.TegarNolice

2. Notice

1. LigaT Nolice

6. HelpWanted

2. Notice

19. Farm Equipment 27. Mobile Home sales 32. Apts. For Rent

36. For Rent Or Lease

1974 Baywood 12x65, 2 Two bedroom duplex, coorGeneral Manager position,
bedroom, 2 bath, 2 air dinated drapes available,
Paris, TN. Company car, exBreakfast saltes Fost form tire service.
unfurnished, quiet street, lawn care proconditioners,
other
plus
account
pense'Bedroom Salts: Economy Tire & Ser749-1797.
vided. $250 month. Year
Call
$6000.
fringe benefits, salary up to
Recliners - Swivel
vice Call 753 8500.
Available May 15.
lease.
exon
depending
$22;000
bedroom,
Two
12x60
Rockers - Coaches 753-6782.
Call
perience. Route distribunatural gas, cenhal heat
sad
TV's
management
tion
air, underpinning, 33. Rooms for Rent
and
Refrigerators - baby
background helpful but is
in Fox Meadows.
located
Equipment Call 753-7230.
Bed.
Furnished room for men
not a requirement. Manage- 20. Sports
students,
half block from
HODGE & SON
necessary.
The
Pistol
Invest
in
People:
ment of people
Town House, 12x70 mobile
2055. Sib 753-4660
To arrange personal inter- a feeling of security, largest home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath, campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
What we do best is care. view send complete resume variety, lowest priced, no refrigerator, stove, disposal, private entry and parking.
and
history
registration
or
salary
red
tape
in
including
Needline 753-6333
central air and gas heat,
references to: Pepsi Cola Kentucky. Country Boy new carpet and wallpaper. $100 per summer term.
Bottling Company, Attn. Store, 9 miles west of Other extras included. Pric- Call 753-8572 or 436-5479.
U-PICK
V.P. Personnel, P.O. Box Hopkinsville junction KY ed to sell! Call 753-8295.
34. Houses For Rent 37. Livestock-Supplies
STRAWBERRIES
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
129, Marion, 11 62959.
For Wt.,
kc3pene.
17-c
•
laglie**
9 acres at North 16th
et,
;IOW
-rrflIage,
all opEitarite
28. Mob. Home Katis4"
Western Sales and Poor farm Rood.
Ford
tions,
$1795.
1953
22. Musical
Repairs - Custom
50' a quart. Open
Custom Built portable
or rent: 2 mobile homes, tractor, one owner, good Wqrlt •
Tents and loot
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
753condition,
$1795.
12x50 and 12x60, furnishSAVE
Covers
mode.
3942.
and Saturdays at 7
near
9:Situation Wanted
air-conditioned,
ed,
*,
Save
/
1
3
of
new
TAYLOR
price
a.m.
University. Phone 753- Nice three bedroom brick
Fxnewrhousekeeper.
on
this repossess.
LEATHER CO.
. 75 -0195 .*
3895.
home at 11113 Circarama
tnjortftrTuxury of 'a
piano. Less than I
116 S. 616 Mayfield
Drive.
$250
-per
month.
Call
spotiess home for about
12x60 trailer for rent. See
1-247-3934
ear old. Take up
Help WaliWBrandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 753-1721.
$30 a week. Excellent
onthly
payments.
Enhance Corporation is a references. Call 436-2784.
Court, located Murray Drive- One bedroont house,
-StiliktaaBle.trformance
753-7575
new multi-level _marketing Will work on lawn mowers
In entrance.
nished, in Coldwater. Small tested 1/2, 3/4, and'•7/8
organization with,-a quality Call 753-0751
con help.
Two bedroom trailer for deposit and references re- blood Simmental and
'1414.leaning
quired. Single or couple. Maine-Anjou bulls. Only the
rent, furnished, clean, in
pro uc S. personal care Will break and disc
489-2267.
very best performance bulls
489pets.
Gall
Murray.
No
2. Notice
2. Notice
Fri.
through
NOME littia.
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
items, and natural food
play
could
you
for
over 900 performance
ish
2118.
un417 S 10th, 2 bedroom,
- 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Fer supplements. The product r 753-0144.
tested cows are being ofthe organ? But have
Belton,
highest
heat
bill,
call
appointment,
furnished,
Three bedroom trailer,
BE sI
are completely natmal and
Special of
Will do alterations in my
no organ? We'll fur527-8463 Beaton, Ky.
$30. References and fered for sale. Broadbent
$145 month. 759-4592.
PLANTS
manufactured with the ut- borne, competent and exthe Week
nish the organ in your
deposit.- $185. - 753-8198 Farms. Cadiz, KY .42211.
most care.
6 for 90'
furnished
bedroom
Phone days 1-235-5182.
perienced. 759-4983.
Two
ITHACA
you
evenings.
charge
home at no
In order to become a
Bible Facts. Free Store for
SPECIAL:
trailer. $125 month, $50
12, Guage Automatic
the
for
only
pay
Three bedroom, 2 bath, Mare and colt for sale. 474-direct distributor for 13. For Sale or Trade
-the needy. 759-4600.
deposit. Call 753-5750.
TOMATO PLANTS
Special Bird Gun
CLAYTONS
lessons.
living room, kitchen 2710.
Enhance products and Hands far hue, will trade
6 for 75'
29. Heating-Cooling den,
Model XL 900
NEW LOCATION:
dining combination; fenced REE MAR ARABIANS.
qualify for its 24% bonus hours work for small salary
Flowers IL
Hwy. 641 South
We
tra,e
special
S195.00
plan you need only to main- and acreage Negotiable
Air conditioners, cleaned backyard with tall hedge for Purebreds for sale. Trained
Tots.
packages
for
Tiny
753.7575
Vegetables
GOLD S.
tain a $1000 monthly Call 753-3058 or 762-4352
and repaired. We buy used privacy, concrete patio and and started. 753-6126 or
Carter Studio
Excellent 753-6100.
NEW CONCORD
- SILVER PAWN
minimum. You'll find after 5 pm
Visitors
air conditioners. Dill's Ele,L grill.
24. Miscellaneous
neighborhood, on quiet welcome.
$3000410.000 is required
SHOP
tric. Call 753-9104.
304 Main
753-8298
GROCERY
Condominium for rent:
street near M.S.U. One year
by some of our competitors. 1-4-Afrant To Buy
Olympic Plaza
New Concord, Ky.
•
Hilton Head Island, SC; 30. Business Rental lease required, $400 per 38. Pets-Supplies
For more information A 3-speed ladies bike. Call
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
436-5353
home of the famous Family
753-7113
month. Available June 1, AKC German Shepherd pupsend name and phone 759-4983.
Circle Tennis Tournament
number
to:
Kerry
1981.
Call 753-5805 after pies, 28 champions in 5
Brink.
RR
MINI
CHUCK'S
Want to buy, good used,
generations. Also registered
SERVALL TERMITE & PEST
5:30 PM.
1, City of Sandoval, IL maple harvest table. Call and Heritage Golf TournaWarehouse
ment. For more information
Eskimo Spitz
CONTROL. Reasonable
SPEEDWAY
62882
Three bedroom house, elec- American
753-5710.
BIBLE CALL
call 1-926-4031.- .
Storage Space
502-554-2153.
puppies.
rates local representative
tric heat, 1 bath, 1305
TRUCK WASH Full time Retail Sales, male 15. Articles For Sale Firewood,
The Sin of Adultery Dave Amburgey. 753-0676
For Rent cut any length,
Vine. $225 per month. 753- Dog obedience classes for
and
female
specialty
store,
759-4444. Bible Story
2 30'-7 pm weekdays
GARAGE
mostly oak and hickory. $20
AKC competition or more
753475B
Fence posts, 3- diameter x
5898.
willing
to
accept
responLicensed bonded_ insured
• 759-4445.
obedient
pet. Boarding sibility. Apply to P.O. Box 610" long, creosoted, delivered. 489-2492 or 753For rent: Single or multiple Three bedroom brick house, covered runs. 436-2858.
4157.
Lumber
each.
Murray
$2.10
1040P.
Hwy.641 N.
space,
near 4 blocks from campus, one
They're
"Let's go fishing!" Red office
Full or part time lady to Company. 104 Maple.
Murray, KY.
Voving or Spring Cleaning'
downtown Murray. Phone block from Post Office. If Hunting Dogs for sale. UKC
represent full line of hand- For sale: Gold electric stove; worms, Nite crawlers, fresh 753-4109.
pet, $100 deposit, partially registered black and tan,
Here
Have items you don't want7534521
motorcyle Honda; 1972 from bed to box. Free g.ift.
bags and soft luggage
furnished $225 per month. pups. P.R. Breed, 3rd
Call Nevi Concord Auction
Kenny Rogers
24 Hoer Servkel
Re's Worm Farm yt.6, Box .4111
FOR RENT
Also 2 bed- _ ..j30115r1 generation
Phone 502.-8Rcjiiii SAM lNistei,car. 759-4592.
pups of
Barn. We will pick up. sell_
(Irvan Cob tr Road), Budding collocent to
_ 'Jeans
to 4 PM
carpeted, basement, $150 Wallace's Hawk (Grand Nite
and tnAit you'a- check Call
16. Home Furnishings Murray, KY 42071. Phone
Buckingham Roy.
' Ltd. on
His/Hers
month, same location. Call Champion) 3rd generation
6 5353
wanted,
exSeamstress
Dixieland Shopping Center
Matching Sets
Lionel, 753-0157 after 5 pups of Moonshine Ike
MAY
Avacado side by side 436-5894.
perienced in alterations refrigerator
gas heat and air double
pm.
(Nite Champion). 753-7502.
freezer. Ex- Landscaping ties, 3-x5"x8' front.
All sizes
SPECIAL:
over 2000 sq ft
Good used cleaned
Apply in person, Boone's cellent condition. $350. long. Murray
Only
place
Lumber
ComAvailable Mav 1
198)
Laundry. 605 Main.
bricks. Call 753-9964
753-9359.
pany. 104 Maple.
Call 753 3018
in Murray
after 2 or come by
clerk, part time inSales
VERNON'S
Taylor Store.
nights and Bunk bed and chest com- Three buildings fell off 32. Apts. For Rent
cluding
FREE tractor wash
Season Passes for the MurrayWESTERN
truck during delivery. Roofweekends.
non-student. bination, in good condition
Apartments for rent, near
with service on truck.
759-4401
ing
•
and
STORE
siding
slightly
t
Calloway County Swimming Pool may
Persondowntown Murray. 753Will pick strawberries- F riWe wash cars, mobile $3 45 hour Action
Olympic Plaza
King size Castro convertible damaged, all parts ac- 4109.
nel. 753-6532
mo1g Rring conbe
purchased now thru May 29.
homes, campers,
1pmn 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
sleeper couch, bright counted tot-AR-structural
*.amers. L.T. (Pete, valen753-7113
opentng
for
Immediate
country
livAvailable
now,
etc... Our washer will
yellow. $130. Call 753- steel, carries full factory
Family Passes $60.00
•, lip 1-642-4439.
MT A.S.C.P. on 3-11 shift 9566.
guarantee.
Smallest ing within city*limits at
come to you.
Single Passes $30.00
at Community Hospital at
building approximately Hamlet North Apartments.
Mayfield. KY 42066. Oppor- 19. Farm Equipment 1200 sq.ft. Will ship cheap. Nice
2
bedroom
THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY
Passes may be purchased at the
tunities include a modern, Best tire deals in town! We Call Alfred Mankowsk, 800- townhouses with private
offering
4. In Memou
Park
Office, 10th L Payne Sts.,
progressive labratory, above have, a tire truck to repair 248-0065 or collect 517- deck and central heat and
ITEMS FOR SALE
program tires on the farm. Call us 263-8474 or write P.O. Box air, kitchen appliances furbenefit
average
phone 753-7640.
*Used Kitchen Ranges and Refrigerators
and competitive salary. Call for best prices and snappy 952, Adriaq,..tni 49221
. nished. 753-7559 or .753Forget-Me-Not
'Used Mimeograph Machine
the Personnel- Office at -service! - Vinson -Tractor
7550.
Frances Wilson Shea
'Used 1 4-HP Ford Tractor w /mowing deck
502-247-5211
Company, 753-4892.
Furnished apartments for
alignfront
end
Expert
• Used 16-HP Ford Tractor wimowing deck
2840 John Deere tractor,
Economy rent. Call 753-4684.
S15.
ment,
*Over 50 gallons paint and primer
MR. FARMER
HELP
less than 500 hours: Call 1To all the people of
'Few miscellaneous used items
Tire & Service. Call for For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath
Hog form or row crop. We have 72 acAll.
p N.
s of
345-2607.
Murray, Calloway
WANTED
appointment, 753- apartment on College Farm
BIDS
prime
farmland
45
to
50
tillable
&
level,
28x
0
County and people all
Road. New heat pumps,
2640 John Deere tractor.
8500.
Bids are to be submitted on each item individually,
Godfather's Pizza is
farrowing
house
(10
crates)
water,
fans
&
feed
my
Kentucky
for
monover
$225
per
economical.
138 hours Call 435-4276_
paint is offered in the lot. In the event some items
coming to Murray.
conveyor, tobacco barn & base, 2 ponds, fenced
th. 753-4632.
deep appreciation for
do not receive bids, the remaining items will be
We are now taking
&
cross fenced, stock barn & out buildings,
the flowers, the many
Furnished apartments. Effiopen to lot bids in each category after the bids are
applications for
remodeled
3 bedr. frame home. Located approx.
JANITORIAL
SUPERVISOR
get well cards and
ciency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
opened at 1:30 p.m. on May 6, 1981.
Manager Trainees.
.
12
miles
south
of Murray, Ky,,,_S110,090,00_
sympashy- cords,The
Also
sleepulg
owl triperviser wanted-to assume-over
-"XOW in -pe'rion- alMiody-Reiiliy -Co-., Tom Moody, Realtor, 414
merman
Apartments,
South
of
help,
food
offer
all
responsibility
for
janitorial
service,
Sealed bids will be accepted until 1:30 p.m. on May
Godfather's Pizza,
Tyson, Paris, Tn. 901-642-5093
16th, 753-6609.
and the much needed
building and ground activities, and
6, 1981, at the Housing Authority office, 716
901 Joe Clifton
the
donations to
sanitary waste areas of tire manufacFurnished 1 bedroom basNash Drive, with bid opening at 1:30 p.m., at that
Drive, Paducah,
ment apartment, all I,
Needline. She sure
turing plant. Person selected will
location.
Kentucky
on
utilities
paid. No children
frienmany
loved
her
organize,
plan,
and
direct
work
force of
Now Taking Applications
INSPECTION OF ITEMS
Tuesday May 5,
or pets. $90 month. Nice
all
co-workers
and
ds,
approximately
50
persons
in
a
large
Ranges and refrigerators may be inspected at 402
1981 between 1:00
For
and clean. Call 753-1739.
her kin. All I can say
manufacturing facility. Previous superAsh Street; all other items may be seen at 716
and 5:00 p.m. ComNew 2 bedroom duplex,
is
visor experience required and janitorial
Nosh Drive. Inspection will be held on May 6,
benefit
plete
available
now. Phone 753supervising
background
would
be
a
1981, from 8:00 am. to Noon.
package. Relocatio9400.
definite
asset.
All
My
Love
&
CONDITIONS OF SALE
n is a possibility.
If you meet the above qualifications
New 2 bedroom duplex, all
Gratitude, Pat Shea,
*Aft Sates Cash and Final,
An Equal Opportunity
and are interested in an excellent salary
kitchen appliances, outside,
Northwood Dr.,1Aurray, Ky.
Francis X. Shea.
• Ali !ferns Purchased on As-Is 'Where-Is Basis
Employer
storage,
references,
and benefit program, send resume or
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One
deposit. No pets. 753-0814.
contact:
bedroom handicapped units.
Employment Manager
Nice 1.or 2 -bedroom apartMUR-CAL apts. OFFICE
ment with shaded yard and
BEETLE,YOU
General Tire & Rubber Company
HAP A
YEAH! ENE WAG WEARING 3
YEAH?
COULD USE A
EA•A ABOUT
• private patio, kitchen apA LONG WWITE DRESS
Mayfield, KY 42066
OFFICE HOURS 9-5
LOT OF WORK
m 55 SUXLEY
AND WE SAT BY A
pliances furnished. 753An Equal Opportunity Employer /44F
ON YOUR
WATERFALL HOLDING
Loc. 641 North
7559 or 753-7550.
INVITATION TO LEASE
STORAGE SPACE
The Deportment of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease appFoximately 1,500 net sq. ft. of
storage space to be located in Murray, Kentucky.
Space must be available for occupancy on or
before July 1, 1981
Responses may be mode by any person in
writing on or before 10:00 a.m. Friday. May 15,
1981. You need only to designate the type and
location of the property, the name and address of
the property owner, and the dote of availability
of the property for lease. Lease Requisition number PR-1424 should be clearly marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to Rm.
171. Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly opened
and read at the above designated time. You will
be notified by o representative of the Leasing
Section so that an appointment can be made to inspect th •roposed facility.
the Office of
A Mr
e 'crt`t; •rire-1
4copped specifications, as well as isting op
plicable building codes. For any additional information, contact Silas Noel, of the Leasing Section at 502-564-4313.

USED FURNITURE

temunimmv.i)
NEARING TESTS
SET FOR
SEMI CITIZENS
Ileatea, Ky. - Electronic
hear*, tests we he GIVEN
Ni TOUR NOME ea Noe.
dim* hi. by Settees.
Factory-trebled Nearing Aid
Specialists will perform the
tests.
Anyone who bus trouble
hearing is via-oats ti have
a test es* modern eloc•
freak eguipmeat to determine if his loss is one which
may he helped. Some of the
anises of hoer*, loss will
)2111/Kitelas
of hew the ear works all he
shown.
Everyone should have
hearing test at least once.
year if there is any freebie
of al hearing clearly. Eve.
people nevi wearing a
who
raid Kitbag
could be dono fee them
shooed have a hewing test
and find mit if they are one
of the malty a hearing aid

-111.11.10C(1
.

PRE-SEASON SALE

,
•111,

I

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

•

DREAMS

HANDS

Th

R.N. & G. N.

#N

.
I 5 AMP

AvI

Nurse Is More Than A Title

(Leuf.J2

see

c.
7:o You
READ

07-

-

ir you

TuRN THE

HOW 5 TMAT

50 iT
WON'T &HINE
le,i MV
EYES

a

gm
•

,J

\

irr
6s,
olia•

sloors-•••

BUT /Iv TYE TREE-NOU5E NOME-NO PEACE„NO LOVE...
ONE MORE STOP, FELL/45,
THEN THE PEACE AND
--/;,.)
LOVE OF HOME'
1

IF I CAN GET
TO MY BA&
THE GUN-,

( .1

oalt?'

41.•

YEAH,,WE
CAN HOLE
UP HERE A
MONTH!

When you join Franklin, you'll help
provide
primary care to the Southern Illinois Lakes
Region.
Our ultra-modern facilities are within driving
distance to St. Lows and the educational advantages
of Southern Illinois University.
You'll receive an
outstanding salary with benefits that include tuition
refund, day care, and the chance to specialise. Wear.
yourtitle proudly and get the recognition
you
deserve at Franklin. For immediate
consideration,
please contact:

Leonard Carter, Personnel Director
FRANKLIN HOSPITAL
201 Bailey Lane
Beaton, Illinois 62812
(618)439-3161

a

40(
fq‘ vktim

PEareci
HiDEOUT,
SPIKE!

Nurse is not simply a title you wear, it's the kind of
work you perform. That translates into demanding
patient care and constant challenge in your field. The
people at Franklin appreciate solid dedication and
reward it with top compensation and opportunities to
advance. If you're interested in joining a 196-bed
JCAH accredited facility, look at the new openings
available for Registered Nurses and new graduates.

/•)

5/4

Equal Opportunity Employer WE

One bedroom furnished
apartment in downtown
area. Water and heat furnished. Call 753-0187 after
5 pm.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 753-3949.
One bedroom apartment,
$80 per month, 2 bedroom
apartment, $100 per month. Water, stove, refrigerator
furnished. Lynn Grove, KY.
Call 753-7874.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment. $145. 7533949.
Two bedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, central
heat and air. Call 753-8146
or 753-2437.
Two bedroom duplex with
carport and storage on
Stadium View Drive, central
heat and air, all aRpliances
with 'hookup for washing
machine, carpeted. Single
or couple with no children
preferred. No pets.
Available May 15th. Call
753-1799 after 5:30 pm.
Deposit required.

759-4984
Equal Housing Opportunity

•
=-41
-

WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Also household, lawn,indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefessioaal Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 109 5outh 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operoted.

S.
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38. Pets-Supplies
sale: 'Boxer puppies,
AKC registered, available in
May. Call 1-354-8276.
For

43. Real Estate
225 Acre farm located on
blacktop road east of New
Concord. Bottom land (now
in wheat), some timber,
creek. Priced less than
$425/acre. Owner financing available at 10% interest.
We have a reasonably
priced small farm near the
lake. A 30 acre parcel with
a large pond, good building
sat with welt, Thists pticed
forIllicit ......a.;i0BatitWe have several 5 to 15
acre parcels near lake at
Hamlin, KY (east of New
Concord).
These all have good
building sites, are located
on'all weather roads. Owner
will trade or will finance
purchase.
John
C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
7 Acre Mini-farm with
extremely neat well
landscaped 2 bedroom
home in good community, 7 minutes
from Murray.
753-9898
•
RI A( MATE
& PROPERTY mANRoloyEENT

BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in
the center of everything in
this convenient location.
Conveniently priced with
owner financing
to
qualified buyer. Feafures 4
bedrooms, large kitchen
and living room, plus dry
basement. Bring the kids to
enjoy the large backyard.
Lots of storage rooms plus
garage. Call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates today, 753-7724.
CABIN ON THE LAKE.
Energy efficient, sleeps 7,
full bath, galley, teak interior, fully equipped sail
boat with diesel, HUNTER
37 with cruise pac.
$64,225. See at Kentucky
Lake Sails, Highway 62,
Calvert City. KY 42029. 1395-7844 or 1-395-8167.
Well
maintained
ol-der home- - at
Puryear, TN. 4 BR,
propane gas, -concrete block foundation.
Gatesborough home
w/3 BR, 2 baths on
large lot. Large
patio. Central heat
and air; 2 car
garage.

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
304N. 12HtSf,
Murray, Ky. 42071
A. Rrves.lkshof

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
Appralsels - Connening - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894

43. Real Estate

Pardon,& Merman
besivrance
Real Estate
SeirthsIde Covet Sq.
Merrily, Koatncliy
753-4451

$

Springs

-

lovely

-

secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on a tree-

46. Homes For Sale

ShreatWaldrop
Real Estate
Illado Jeff Cantor 751-1787

Professional Sen..Ices
With rhe i-rendis Touch
CHOICE BUY

1206 Olive St. -3 BR.,
B.V. 11
/
2 story, full
basement. New central gas furnace and
central air conditioning, fireplace,
draperies included.
Well landscaped lot,
detached garage,
paved
driveway.
Walking distance to
University,
restaurants, etc. In
Low 50's.
LAKE COTTAGE
Cypress
new

and

studded

lot.

heat, carpeting, air
conditioner,

range

and ref. inc. A new
10' x 20' wooden deck
is now being built. A
real

buy

Plenty of "Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit yOtir
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.

Elec.

at

only

$21,000.

753-8080
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Bel-Air house trailer,
_14x70 located in Scenic
Acres on 3/4 acre. Call today
for your appontment 7537724.
Approximately eight
miles Northwest of
Murray is this two
bedroom home on
four acres of land.
Masonite exterior
and paneled and
carpeted interior.
Fisher wood stove,
kitchen range and
refrigerator remain
with Purchaser, priced at only $14,000.00.

Roberts Realty
12th & Sycamore
253-1651_

"PEACEFUL
HAVEN"

This lovely 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath
home is just waiting
for you and your
family. The cool, inviting covered porch
and redwood deck
with a beautiful view
of Kentucky Lake
await your arrival.
Offered in the low
$40's through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
COMMERCIAL
LISTING
Desirable investment Package consisting of -2 large conblock
crete
buildings,
°bile
approxhome,
cres with
imatel
fronta*on Highway
121 South, approximately 1 mile from
city limits. Offered
at $40,000. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
-75:M221

53. Servicesere

53. Services Offered 53.SearceTOffered 53. Services Offered

sale:
For
Cottage, 2
bedroom, modern, near KY
Lake, $9900.14 owner. Inquire 436-5439.

Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears For
free estimates call 7532310.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing, and concrete. All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 7531873.
Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates.
753-4501.
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs.
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl. Behind
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.

Guttering by Sears. Sears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
GENERAL HOME REPAIR,
15 years experience carpentry, masonary, plumbing,
rooting, and siding. Free
estimates. No job too small.
Call 474-2276 evenings or
474-2359 daytime.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service,
Hazel KY 498-8370 or
753-7$/1 Bobby Lockhart

. 1977
THE RIGHT
PLACE AT
THE RIGHT
PRICE
Very attractive 3
bedroom brick home
only minutes from city limits. Features
include cnetral heat
and air, den and
woodburning
fireplace, attached
garage and wooden
backyard deck. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living. Mid
$40's. Phone 753-1222.,
for Real Service in
Real Estate.
FUTURISTIC
HOME
This choice listing
reflects a new attitude toward comfortable convenient
family living with
special emphasis on
energy conservation.
Uniquely and exquisitely _decorated
throughout with no
expense spared to ensure maximum
quality and beauty.
Home haf extremely
low heating and cooling bills as two
heating systems offer maximum efficiency. Home is
designed so that
solar heating could
easily be added.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for all
the details.

I. BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

46. Homes For Sale

47. Motorcycle

Established business, good
location, limited low in- LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
terest financing available FINANCING. Owner needs
Consider trade for real to sell in a hurray and will
help you buy all or part of a
estate Call 753-4109
74 acre tract at the mouth
Hidden Treasure! It will do of Kentuky Lake on
Blood
your heart good to say river. A lovely place to build
nothing about your pocket- a home, an excellent
land
book when you inspect this investment opportunity.
home we have located lust
,.Spann
-Realty
for Artr• Three bedroorh
Associates, 153-7724
.0n. quiet
--4,6044/
1
4
street- rri' nice
OW
AYS SEW
neighborhood Priced in the
3 bedroom brick, 518
mid 530's See this home
Brood St. Fireplace inbefore all others by calling
753-1492 at CENThY 21
sert stays with house,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
natural gas heat, very
nice lot and more.
SRA
Shroat-Waldrop Real
Estate, 759-1 707.

n

MX3E-1"31E 31031,
Honda

550

Super

new tires, chain,
highwaybars, backrest, luggage rack, 2 helmets. See
to believe! 436-5584.
AU'S/ SEE THIS BIKE!
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
black, less than 3000
miles. Call 759-4749 after
4 pm.
1979 Suzuki GS-550. 5600
miles, excellent condition,
plexiglass fairing, travel
trunk and adjustable back
rest. Call after 5 pm, 1539561.
Sport,

48. Auto: Services
Four heavy duty life
time
shocks, installed, 549 complete.
Where?
Economy Tire 8, Service, 753 8500.

49. Used Cars
SUER
AMIVERSARY
During the month of
May. Savings up to
$700 on Gas Rabbits,
Sciroccs, Jettas. MOO
Dasher
Diesel
wagons. $500 Diesel
Rabbits and
VW
pickups. A chance of a
life time to own a VW
at an unheard of
savings.

CARROLL VW
800 Chestnut

1972 Camero SS. 350
automatic, good condition,
$1450 753-9181 or 7538124. _
1976
Camero
automatic, air, power, tilt.
sport wheels. $2195. 7539710.
1973 Cutlass Supreme,
42,500
miles,
airconditioned, $150. 7539452.
1972 Datsun 1200. good
shape Call 753-7869

By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
bedroo4Lprick, large den,
built-in'kitchen combination, living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
Ay owner Z. bedroom.
bath, brick home in Sherwood Forest. Garage, central air, gas heat. Call 7531362 before 5 pm or 7531977 Convertible
9866 ajter 5 pm
TRIUMPH
'Beauti ur house located in
SPITFIRE
Oatesbarough:
Three
bedrooms. 2 baths, living
PURDOM
room and den with
fireplace, dining -room, 10
OLDSMOBILE
closets. One acre lot. Call
PONTIAC
753-449_4.
CADILLAC
House for sale in Alm°. 3
753-5315
bedrooms, 1v2 story, base-.
ment, garage, large lot.
priced to sell. Call 753- 1978 Pinto Hatchback.
37,000 miles. sharp!
6059 ord53-4454.
Two bedroom small house $2700. Call 492-8887.
with carport, nice lot with 1970 Rebel, one owner,
garden, $15,800. Financing good condition, $600. Call
available at 12%. Located 753-5550. 414 North' 5th
in Stella. Call 489-2595..
Two bedroom house, easy to 1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
engine for Squarebach or
heat and cool, shady lawn
with garden spot, out- stationwagon. $350 plus
building, financing $75 if installed. Call 753, . -Call- 3058 after 5 pm. or
available.
8450.
753-5750.

Notching Sales. Route 5,
Box 2221 The only factory
authorized dealer for Filter
Queen sales And service in
this area. Days 753-6068.
nightS 436-2367.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard 8r, land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
Aluminum Service Co.,
below the ground. leaving
aluminum and vinyl
only sawdust and chips.
:Wog, custom trim
Call for free estimate, Bob
work. References.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Call Will Ed Bailey,
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
753-0689.
-Licensed electrician and
COLDWATER LAWN & gas installatron, heating installation and repairs Call
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, 753-7203
chain saws. expertly
repaired, Pickup . and
WEST
delivery available. 489KENTUCKY
2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
ASPHALT
Coating and
Concrete and block, brick
sealing
work.
Basements.
753 8163
driveways, storm cellars.
porches. 20 years ex- MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Inperience. 153-5476.
stalling tie downs, underCarpenter Service New pinning, roofing, installing
homes, remodeling. doors and windows. We also
cabinets, decks. anything build porches and patios.
with wood, quality. work Call 753-6973.
Phone 753-0565
MITCHELL BLACKTQPPING.
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW- Commercial and residenING. References, Free tial. Also patching. sealing.
estimates. Call Mike at 753- and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537
8877.
Experienced carpenter MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
remodeling and additions underpinning, roof's sealed.
Will consider
other patio awnings, and house
miscellaneous
work type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873. Jack
References Call 7. 9-4815
Glover
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears, 753-2310 for Need work on your trees?
free estimate for your Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
needs
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
rt car and home tree care. 753-8536.
Ixpe
'
tereo repair.
Professional painting,
WORLD OF SOUND
dapernangin-gy • -paneling.
222 S. 12th St.
Commercial or residential.
753-5865
20 year experience. Free
estimates! 759-1987.

BEFORE you buy your
next set of tires,
CHECK our
prices!
Economy Tire 8. Service, 753 8500.

Professional lawn care
mowing pruning fertilizing, etc 436-2226.or evenings 753-9333 ask for
Scott
S & H Painting Service Interior and exterior painting
Free estimates Call Scott at
753-6316
'Spraying mowing and
pruning Call T & 0 LANDSCAPING, 436-2333
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime. also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Vfigtioltir:"Y"
antess yoUT-e"Ir'F-iieed of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate

AI'S Super Shell,
South 4th Street
Murray

Complete
Auto
Repair. free tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

Wet basement' We make
wet basements dry work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co . Route 2. Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001
or call day or night 1 442Small
and
engine
mower repair.
S. 641 Shell
S. 12th St.
753-9131 or
759-1504

Will do lawn mower, garden
tiller and chain saw..iepair
'Quality work. pickup arid
delivery available Call 75
4162 or 753-9952 anytini,
Willie's interior and exti-i
painting. 13 years
per ience free estimaii-i.
Phone before 8 AM of at'r5 PM 759-1867
Will,. mow yards. '15 yeas
eilkitetTe t'.511-75"31'5EN7
Window cleaning, fast r.
satisfactiui
vice.
guaranteed Free estimate
Call 753-7140
18 Years ,experience in •
bathroom and kitchen
Nork. brick
work
iireplaces ceramic tie
Take advantage of fixing
your home while the craft is
available Call James Flay
Hamilton 753-94.00

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP I
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center )

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
• 8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

FOR SALE:
Storage Buildings 8' x 12' or 6' x 8'.
Plywood floor or will custom build.
Specials on Butler Groin bins & buildings.

COLES CONSTRUCTION
CO.,INC.

-1-A
,
rwrolo

50. Used Truck

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
Sonstr•I
N•me
Repair: Carpontory,
c•ncrot•
work,
pittneising, roofing,
siding, windows end
door installation.
Frog ostinsatel No
lob too smell!

Colson
Construction
474..2359

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 /753-5352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
753 4150

or
474.2276

Let Professionals
manicure your lawn.
Commercial and
Residential landscaping and lawn
maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt
Service, Free
Estimates.

T&D
Landscaping

Loyd A. McClure

Police
911

HUTCHING
SALES
Route 5 Box 2221
The Only Factory
Authorized Dealer
For Filter Queen
Soles & Service
In This Area
Day 753-6068
Night
436-2367

1981 Mercury Lynx
GL, AM/FM,4-speed
transmission. The
World Car. $5700.
HATCHER
AUTO SALES
515 S. 12*
753-4961
1965 Chevrolet pickup. V8
automatic. $650. 753-9181
or 753-8124.
1978 GMC short wheel base'
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
shift, topper, AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage. $3300. Phone
901-247-5439.
1973 International truck,
14' flatbed. $3200. 2-50
Honda, 5395. 753-8061.
Used church bus for sale,
V8 motor, has 41,000
miles. Days call 753-1489
after 6 pm, 753-6728

51. Campers
Pr' Self-contained camper.
Call 753-9975

52. Boats and Motors
Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &I Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
too S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914
f

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Absalom and Vinyl
Skiing, Casts. trim
work. Roferoncos.
Coll WIN Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

436-2333

alto OERmar
Quality Service
Company
Heating and Air Conditioning Sale's; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal IS Service
Departments

7S3-9290

CUSTOM KWCNEN
CABINETS a CUSTOM
WOODWORKING,
•CINSTOM OMIT FielifIlltt
•CIESTeell MORI KITCNOI
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

15 Foot Crosby bass boat
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury
. motor. May be seen at
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
For sale: 24' Pontoon boat,
50 hp Johnson motor: Call
7512600 during day.

I
It's A Credit To No One!
The Bankruptcy Myth:
Many people believe that bankruptcy is a way out of
debt But, what they forget is that it may also be a way
out of credit In today s society, with ever-increasing
costs and the need lo meet financial emergencies
credit may be your most cherished asset and ally
Webster's Dictionary defines credit as

Credit: 1 Belief confidence trust faith'"..
2 Quality of being creditable or trustworthy
3 The favorable estimate of persons character,
reputation and good name
The Credit Bureau receives numerous inquiries from
consumers asking Why have I been turned down on
my credit request?" In many instances credit is unavailable to the consumer because of a record of
bankruptcy In certan.rnstances this record may be
retained in his file for up to 10 years Many of the
individuals calling the bureau haVe stated that an
attorney or friend had advised them that the filing of a
bankruptcy Petition would in no wayaffect their credit
This is simply not true, If you believe otherwise call
some of the lending institutions in our community and
ask them it they would loan to yOu if you have filed
bankruptcy
You have worked years to establish yourself and your
family as credit worthy Although bankruptcy may
Provide temporary relief now, in the future it may turn
into the most costly financial decision you ever made

Bankruptcy.
... The Facts
In October of 1970.the first mato( changes in 40 years

were made in the consumer bankruptcy laws These
changes have, for the most part, caused creditors to
tighten their policies
particularly in lending to
anyone with a record of previous bankruptcy

Before considering the filing of a bankruptcy petition
stop and think about what you re getting into Filing
for bankruptcy may lead to a toss of personal property
such as your automobile or your ability to someday
purchase a home You may also lose the ability to
enter into your own business at some point in the
future
Al times any consumer may find himself in a financial
situation from which he believes there is no return
However, before you make a final and irrevocable
decision regarding bankruptcy as a way out consider
the consequences By all means contact your creditors
before engaging an attorney Bankruptcy will result
in additional expense to you as well as the loss of one
your good
of your most cherished possessions
credit

Creditors are concerned
about you
You II find your creditors are concerned about your
needs and will attempt to help you in many ways YOU
may fond they are not interested in losing repayment
of their loan Just as you are not interested in losing
your good credit In effect the bankruptcy petition
may not serve a useful purpose to you or your
creditors These lending institutions and their employ
ees are qualified and trained as financial advisors and
represent a much higher degree of experience in
financial matters than you may realize The option of
retaining counsel for your bankruptcy petition is of
course always available to you if you fail to come to
an agreement with your creditors
But above all else think before you decide to choose
bankruptcy You can pay now
or probably pax in
the future The choice is yours

53. Services Offered

,
On Behalf Of Area Credit Grantors
By The CREDIT BUREAU of MURRAY, Inc.

fit
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Sands Reported Near Death

Non-Violent Appeals Continue In North Ireland

criminals.
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
Three other IRA men were
BELFAST, Northern also fasting in the Maze,and
Ireland ( API — Appeals for one of them, 25-year-old
Northern Ireland's Roman Francis Hughes, was
Catholics to abstain from reported close to death after
violence when Bobby Sands 50 days without food. The
dies appeared to be making other two, Raymond Mcheadway today as the IRA Creesh and Patsy O'Hara,
hunger striker lay in a coma were in the 44th day of their
on the 65th day of his fast.
hunger strike, but their lives
Official sources said the were not considered
27-year-old convicted ter- danger yet.
rorist had been unconscious The belief was growing
since early Sunday. His that IRA leaders had decidfamily, a priest and a team ed against the widespread
of medical specialists were violence they threatened
with him in the hospital wing earlier if the British governof the Maze Prison ment did not give in to Sandi
southwest of Belfast.
and let him die.
A prison source said Sands Pro-IRA sources said they
was skeletal, weighing less did not think the guerrilla4
than 85 pounds and barely wanted to undermine they
. alive. He weighed 155 on propaganda effect abroad ol
larch 1 when he btigan his Snds' death by launching,
last demanding that im- another round of tertor bomTrisoned members of the bings and attacks against!
Irish Republican -Army .be British and Protestant,"
....VeLat.ctas w11,40,4opers security forces. Such bloody/
- And not a's ''Co'mriton campaigns in the past have

usually been followed by a
drop in IRA prestige and
financial support.
Recent statements from
Sinn Fein, the legal political
arm of the outlawed IRA,
have been comparatively
moderate.Sands' mother appealed
Sunday
for
"everyone to stay calm and
not to get involved in any
fighting." Bernadette Devlin
McAliskey, the fiery young
fighter for Irish,unity and
Catholic rights, told 15,000

demonstrators they must
"hold our tempers and act in
a disciplined and organized
fashion."
Pope John Paul II appealed for an end to the 1142
years of sectarian warfare in
Northern Ireland.
Protestant paramilitary
organizations said earlier
they were ready to fight if attacked.
The Rev. Ian Paitley's
Protestant
Democratic
Unionist Party announced it

would hold a memorial service for "all the forgotten
victims" of IRA violence on
the day of Sands'funeral.
There was a run on canned
goods in grocery stores.
Some Catholic families were
reported to have packed
their bags, ready to flee to
the Irish Republic.
Sands, sentenced to 14
years in prison for possession of firearms, and the
other hunger strikes demand
that convicted IRA mernbers

wear their own clothes instead of prison uniforms, be
exempt from prison work,
associate freely with each
other in prison, be alloived
more mail and visitors and
get lost parole time restored.
The British government
rejected . the demands
because they would constitute recognition of the IRA
as a legitimate political
organization instead of the illegal terrorist army the
government says it is.

'BE KIND TO ANIMALS' WEEK — Calloway County
Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miler signs a proclamation
dedaring May 3-9 as "Be Kind To Animals Week" in
Calloway County as Irma LaFollette, a member of the
Calloway County Humane Society board,looks on.

Warning: The Surgeon GeTral Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dar*rous to Your Health.

Meanwhile, United Mine
By The Associated Press
State Police said' Several Workers President Sam
shots were fired at the tipple Church scheduled a visit
arid substation of the with miners at a Western
Jerk:Oal . mining operation Kentucky..c_oal operation to1
Sunday afternoon in Harlan day.
Union officials said the
purpose of Church's visit
Trooper Bill Riley, the in- was to distribute union
urination nffirer. at ..the literature-at-the Pyro mines
Harlan post, said 8 to 10 in Union County.
shots were fired apparently
UMW District 21Presiripnt
from a passing Vehicle.
Tommy Gaston said a
He said two subcontrac- representation election is
tors were at the mine but scheduled Wednesday involving 886 men at four
mines.
Church was to return to
Washington later today.

Victim Of Derby Fall Reported Stable
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A concessionaire who fell out
of the second-floor stands at
Churchill Downs on Saturday was reported in stable
condition
Sunday
at
Highlands. Baptist Hospital
in Louisville.A hospital spokesman said
• James Shelton, 21, has a
possible head injury, but not
a fractured jaw and neck injury as had been feared
earlier.

ACROSS
1 High card
4 Scale note
6 Drawing
001TI

Mouth of volcano
13 Awards
15 Polynesian
thy
16 Studio
.
18 Pronoun
19 — Barker
.25 Leading
player
22 Encourage
24 Perceived by
touch
26 Prepare for
print
28 A king of
Judah
I

•31 Halt
33 — deum
34 Mixture
36 Dregs
038 Teutonic
deity
40 Learning
42 Big
45 Number
47 Weight allowance •
49 Knitting
wont

A track doctor said
Shelton', of Louisville, fell
from the second floor stands
just before the running of the
Kentucky Derby.
Shelton is an employee of
the Harry M. Stevens Co., a
firm that handles the concessions and catering at Churchill Downs. The physician ,
on duty at the track's firstaid room, Dr. George W.
Dwyer Jr., said Shelton
passed out just before the
fall.

2 Felonies
3 Bablionian
deity
4 Permits

CCU CCOCC CO
CO COUCC UCO
121213COO OCCOO
DOC CCCOC
OCUID CO COCOU
CDC UCCIJ MCC
CC COODOCC CO
COCO CCM ULM
DOOM CU COCO
UOCCC CCU
OCUCOU COMCCU
COO OODOC CCU
CCU COMIC CCIS

5 Mountain
crest 6 Liquor
7-Exist
Italian cure
rency
9 Wt unit

Most-recabl
12 Chinese
pagoda
14 Bristles
17 Young boys
20 Singing voice
23 College deg
24 Scale note
25 Narrate
30 Disturbance
32 Frolic

35 Fruits
37 Snare

11

2

53 European
Country
57 Hard-shelled
fruit
58 That Fr
m lo
measure
62 Printer's
measure
46 Compass pt
48 Girl's name 64 Calcium symbol
51 Hindu queen
38 Babylonian
hero
39 Reanimate
43.Great Lake
43 Concedes
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KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

4#

Black - Block Interior, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning, power windows, power locks, tilt
wheel, AM-FM tope, 56xxx miles.

Dwain Taylor Chavralat Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
LIGHTS: 9 mg."tar",0.1 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC methyd;'ANTS 100's• 11 mg."tar".0.9 mg. nicotine iv. per cigarette.

FTC Re

